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ABSTRACT
T he main theme of this research is to find out whether cadets
who are motivated to police work as a future career are more authoritarian
than those cadets who are not . T o discussthis matter , the R oyal H ong
K ong P olice C adet S chool was chosen for study . T he social background
characteristicsof this student population are very similar in terms of
S ex , age , educationlevel and faimly background, the main differences,
comparedwith normal secondaryschools in H ong K ong , are that it is a
boarding school and those who study in it are prepared to join the disciplines.
services: P olice F orce , F ire S ervices, C ustomsE xcise and P risons
D epartment . T he research technique used in this study were questionnaires
and in depth - interviews. O ver 6 0 0 questionnaireswere collected. T he
ideas the writer formtilatescome mainly from the work of A . N iederhoffer,
K elranB arclay, J . II . M c N amara, H . G arienrlesch, S mith et als . , etc . I n
this preliminaryresearch , it is found that length of training ( school
effect ) has nothing to do with one ' s authoritarianpersonality, however ,
the F score is found to positivelyrelated to one ' s lack of breadth of
P erspective. A t the : J ame time , those who are civil - orientedare likely
to be ideal in job perception. T he final finding is that police oriented
cadets are no more authoritarianthan their counterparts. T his is one of
the most important findings in this research .
CHAPTER I
Introduction
"the citizen expects police officers to have the
wisdom of Solomon, the courage of David, the strength
of Moses, the kindness of the Gocd Samaritan, the
strategical. training of Alexander, the faith of
Daniel, the diplomacy of Lincoln, the tolerance of
the Carpenter of Nazareth, and finally an intimate
knowledge of every branch of the. natural and biological
and social sciences. If he had all these, he might
be a good policeman"
(Vollmer, August, 1972, p.222)
After a historical study of the Royal Hong Kong
Police Force, we come to realize that the police community relations (PCR)
were very unfriendly and even hostile before 1967. It was only after 1967 that
the suppression of the riots helped to restore the people's confidence in
and respect for the police. But the PCR did not change much, the public did
not want to have any relation with the police before 1967, they said that
the police are dogs which represent the British colonial power. There is
an old saying that good boys do not join the police and policemen are just
licensed rogues. By 1970, the situation had become even wcrQ sirce the
corruption of the police became an exciting issue, and besides there was an
increasing number of strikes, sit.-LB, protests, social movements and petitions.
Nevertheless, a few later despite the inharmonious relationship between
Police and thepublic, there was the establishment of Police Cadet School.
This is a rather strange phenomenon. The enrollment of students
has steadily grown from 146 cadets in 15, September 1973 to over 1100 in
August 1980. The Cadet School is also going to have a permatent address in
Shuen Wan soon. This fact might: have told us that with in. these five or six
2years the-re has been a charu e in the attitudes of the public towards the
image of the Police system. Perhaps sending their children to this School
may be a good indicator. However what interested the author most is the
real motive of these parents or children in entering the Cadet School.
They know the dangers which lie ahead: the probable lack Of applause the
possible violent reception--- why does a young man aspire to play the part?
What motivates a cadet to stay on stage in spite of the eggs and tomatoes
thrown by an unappreciative audience? It was in order to understand this that
the in-depth interviews supplemented by questionnaires swhichfol-med the
essential part of this research, were constructed.
One of the aims of the School is to prepare youths for entry into
the Police Force and other disciplined services under the Government. However,
usually after 214 months of training very few, if any join the' Other'
disciplinary services, such as Customs and Excise services, Prisons Department
of the Fire Services. What factors have contributed to such a result? Could
it be the successful socializing effect instructed by the School (length
of training) or would it be the consquences of some other social effects
or personality factors such as authoritarian personality?
From his reading (surveys, researches and theory), the wri ter
discovered that many writers so far have dealt mainly with working police-
men, sergeants or retired officers- Seldom, if ever, have they done any
researches on Junior Police or Cadet Schools. The cadets in the Royal Hong
Kong Police Cadet School are aged between 15 1/2- 19, and are supposed to be
among the most promising youths of the society- Their achieving or misleading
behaviour will directly or indirectly affect the completeness or harmonious
3order of the society. Therefore, the author decided to chocse this group
of teenagers as his population of investigation- As far as the writer knows,
since the School was e stabiLchE•d in September 1973, no academic research has
been done there. The author, being an outsider, would like to contribute
sortie of his efforts in this research. There is a great deal in the saying
that policemen themselves have their own way of life and you cannot really
understand it unless you are an insider but the author would like to argue
that being an outsider does have the advantage that one may be more unbiased,
neutral arid objective.
Before these youngsters enroll in the Cadet School they have to
pass vigorous physical, medical arid written tests. Those who cannot pass
are doomed to be disqualified. In short, the writer discovered that the
recruitment process itself already helps the School to draw persons of similar
qualities, for example, in terms of age, physique, educational level,etc- All
these similar ties can help the author to make his generalizations and
comparisons with groups under similar training condition. Finally, the writer
also wanted to investi, a.te the relationship between personality trait and
occupational choice. There is still no conc].usive assertion as to which is
the more determinant of one's behaviour--- one's personality or the external
social system, but by using this total institution (the Police Cadet School)
as a Hong Kong case, perhaps, one can explore something about this topic. In
fact, a follow up study is also planned to evaluate the job performance of
E x-cadets and to assess the difficulties they face during work.
In short, the subject which the writer set out to investigate was
3 group of teenagers who had more or less similar family background, age,
?duration level, physique, etc. The main objective was to find out whether
4those who are motivated to Join the police work are more authoritari an in
personality_.. The nature and length of training arid various social background
factors whibh are related to authoritarian score were also investigated.
The next chapter will deals with Some basic theories and researches
or argizmeni:s concerning personality and social context. Then a brief account
of the history of the Police Cadet School, its aim and the social background
of cadets will be given in Chapter III.The discus,-Aon about hypotheses
formulation, data collection, index construction: and data processing will
constitute the main theme of Chapter. IV. The last two chapters will deal with
data analysis and discusin
CHAPTER II
Individual Personalit and Social Context
Which is the more important, determinant of behaviour, the internal
dynamics of personality emphasized by psychologists, or the external pressures
of the occupational role, stressed by sociologists? The question posed by
A. Niederhoffer in his work, 1 Behind the Shield 1 (1967), is an old one but.,
as far as I know, there is no conclusive answer for this question nor is there
any answer for the similar question concerning 1 the police personality 1 or
rather' the police cadet personality If such a personality exists is this
become police (cadets)
because only those already endowed with ityor is it, instead, a product of
their training? Let us start with some basic arguments.
Niederhoffer, whom we have already mentioned, is specifically
concerned with the occupation of policemen and the effects of police training
and the structure of police relationships upon individual personality develop¬
ment. He contends that
Police authoritarianism does not come into the force
along with the recruits, but rather is inculcated in
the men through strenous socialization...it is the
police system, not the personality of the candidate,
that is the more powerful determinant of behaviour
and ideolomy.
(A. Niederhoffer, 1967, p.156)
In other words, A. Niederhoffer takes the view that authoritarianism develops
after the appointment as a result of socialization and experience in the
police social svstem.
Others who take a similar view include Strecher and Skolnick in
their study of' The Self-image of the Police Officer 1 (1977), who state
6that in a police situation the occupational influence upon attitudes and
the self-image is espec i.ally strong, and Robert W. Balch who, in his
article' The Police Personality: Fact of Fiction' (1972, pp. 106-119),
stressed that a great deal of police behaviour can be explained solely in
terms of the organizational characteristics of a police department.
However an opposite view quite different from Niederhoffer's
argument,believes that long before appointment, a self-selection process
predisposes those who are authoritatian to police work. This latter theory
ascribes police authoritarianism to the personality variable rather than to
factors o the social system. In other words, this view leads us to invest-
gate the other side of the coin---' early socialization' rather than
' occupational socialization'_ Baryley, Mendelsohn, Lipset, Rokeach, Miller
and Snyder all assert that the background and pre-police personality of policE
recruits are more important in shaping their value patterns than is the
occupational. socialization process after they enter police work. Of course,
there appears to he some dissension on this point from Skolnick, Strecher,
Walsh and Balch. Thus the general question remains inconclusive.
Certainly some research (such as Watson Sterling) suggests that
the attitudes and behaviour of a police officer are strongly influenced by
his own conception of his role, Does he see his work as a profession or
merely as a job? In fact, how police officers see themselves is a common
issue worth studying. N. Watson: and J. Sterling, in Police and Their
Opinions' argue that although personality patterns acquired in childhood
do contribute varying degree of influence on police behavior, nevertheless
actual behaviour depends largely on the nature of departmental organization.
They add,
If a police department, is loosely organized, if the men
get little in the way of training, if leadership is
non-existent, if supervision is lax, if there are few
rules and regulation which actually govern the conduct
of the men don't see themselves as part of the law
enforcement profession, if they think of their job as
just another job, and if they don t feel a sense of
dedication to their work, then the social class values
of their childhood will probably come into play in
their occupational role. To the contrary, if a depart¬
ment is well organized, if the men are thoroughly trained
in all aspects of their work, if those in command of
the department show strong leadership and direction, if
supervision is constant and effective, if rules and
regulations are stronlgy dedicated to the law enforcement
profession, then there will be little relationship
between social class upbringing and adult occupational
performance."
(N. Watson and J. Sterling, 1969, p.100)
Thus it seems that it is probably necessary to take both sides of
the question into consideration. Indeed, the writer agrees with R.H. Ward's
idea. He tells us that to understand the behaviour of a person or individual,
it is necessary not only to understand his personality and his relationship
but also the larger structural context which he is in. He states,
to understand the influence of a position or behaviour
we need to relate it not only to the personality of itj
occupants and to the network of reciprocal position
with which it is connected, but also to the larger
community and society structures within it operates.
(R.H. Ward, 1978, p.21)
(Ward is here writing about the relationships between personality and occup
ation and wider context in a very general sense.)
Thus the general question remains for further investigation. What
we are interested in here is a rather different and smaller problem: the
relation between personality traits and the choice of occupation. In' The
8Police: An Interview' by Donald Mcdonald with William H. Parker, there is
an expressed belief that the police officer is sometimes a frustrated dictator
who is attracted to the police service in order to give vent to his aggressive
or neurotic feelings. In a similar view, Ruth Levy in h2 r article,' Predicting
Police Failures' (1967, p.275) believes that certain personality traits
established early in life are clues to whether a person will be able to
stand the pressures of a police career. Eli Ginsberg (1951) and his colleagues
suggest that' personality play an important part in the choice of a career
and Roe in' Psychology of Occupations' (1965, p.80), proposed that there
is a correlation between personality and choice of work, while Donald Super
in' The Psychology of Careers' believes that personality traits give no
clear cut guide to vocational preference, entry, success or satisfaction, but
if occupations are sufficiently narrowly defined, significant personality
differences in occupational groups may be found. (Donald Super, 1957, pp.240-
241)
Some writers on the police seem simply to take it for granted that
there is a connection between the occupation of being a policeman and certain
particular personality trait or' qualities', without enquiring into the
problem of' which comes first: the chicken or the egg?' For example,
William Wetteroth in his study of Variations in Trait Images of Occupational
Choice Among Police Recruits Before and After Basic Training Experience',
suggests ten important traits--- that is those important personal qualities
constitutiong a' good' policeman, they are :ALertness, Job Knowledge, Honesty,
Well-trained, Dedication, Common Sense, intelligence, Responsibility, Courage
and Appearance. (William Wetleroth, 1964, p.59)
The variety of view expressed makes it clear that in fact the
relation between personality and occupational choice remians an open question,,
2.1 The so-called police personality
The same can be said about views about 1 police personality 1, in
general as can be seen from the varying results of the following studies
devoted to 1 police personality These include Dood 1967), Skolnick (1966)
who argue that police are supscious, Toch (1965), Westley (1967) who say that
police are isolated from both personal friends and the public. Chwast (1965),
on one hand, suggests that a policeman suffers from powerlessness and self-
hate, while H. Becker (1963), Pfiffner (1967), Reiss 1967), Westley 1951)
and Wilson (1963) all suggest that the police in general suffer from feelings
of low esteem and strive to obtain' respect for law Marshall (1966),
McNarnara (1967) de scribe all of the chief characteristics of the police as
1 punitiveness (Milton Rokeach, Martin G. Millar Snyder, pp.155-171).
A number of writers, for example Guthrie (1963), Wilson (1967),
Skolnick (1966), Watson (1967) and Mendelsohn (1969) argue that police officers
are usually conservative in their political orientation. This view is also
held by Lipset (1969) who states that police are very conservative and do not
allow change. A somewhat related view is expressed by Hayley and Mendelsohn
(1969). Niederhoffer (1967), Smith., Locke and Walker (1967) all believe that
police scores on authoritarianism and dogmatism are similar to those obtained
by other prniins of r.orrmarebl e education.
Thus it is hard to see even a very broad general area of agreement
among these and other related researches aboutii what is often called the
' police personality', and it would seem that unless something much more
definite can be isolated for study it would be wise for social scientists not
to use that term at all. Its use can only be misleading, for it suggests a
consensus about its meaning which dees not in fact exist. For this reason the
present study does not ry to deal with the pseudo-concept of the so-called
'police personality', but instead concentrates upon something that has been
documented in previous studies namely,' the authoritarian personality 1.
2.2 The Authoritarian Personality:
Many writers assume that policemen exhibit characteristics which
are usually referred to as' authoritarian'. Hypotheses about the origin of
police authoritarianism usually fall into two broad categories: either it is
believed that police work itself develops an authoritarian world view, or it
is believed, that authoritarian personalities are .selected for police work in
the first place. This is the' chicken or egg' argument again. Some writers
are willing to accept that both possibilities are likely to exist together.
For instance, McKamara in his article' Uncertainties in Police
Work: the Relevance of Police Recruits Background and Training 1, suggests
the following conclusion: 1 police departments do not attract particular
personalities, but instead tend to recruit-.members from a relatively auth-
ortarian class of people. Furthermore, the police experience itself intensifie:
authoritarianism. '(John H. McNarama, 1967, p.163) On the other hand,J. Q.
Wilson (1969) in his book,' Varieties of Police Behaviour: the Management of
Law and Order in Eight Communities,' states that 1 the police recruit their
members from a relatively authoritarian segment of the population.' However,
this view is countered by Mendesobn and Bayley (1969) in' Minorities and
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The Police' who found that Denver policemen were less authoritarian than
their non-bolice control nobulations.
Robert W. Balch holds a very different point of view,using Howard
Becker's term:
"Authoritarianism, as a personality syndrome, is wide-
spread in this country, and policeman may not be any
more authoritarian than other people from similar socio-
economic backgrounds.....froni a sociological point of view
the important question is not,' why are policemen auth-
oritarian? But' why are they singled out for special
attention?'. He adds-' the police might have escaped
the authoritarian label if they were not so visible.
If the average workingman is bigoted, that is his
business, but if a policeman is bigoted, that is everyone's
business. Policeman may simply be very ordinary people
who happen to be extraordinarily visible. Police behavior
is public behavior, not just because
it often occurs in public places, but because the police
are subjected to public scrutiny as never before--- in
news stories, editorial columns, scholarly journals,
radical tirades and everyday conversation."
(Balch, 1972, p.125)
In short, Balch thinks that it is very unfair to lal:el the police as auth-
oritarian. It is obvious, however, that the blanket term' aitthoritarian
covers a number of possible meanings and that the traits it includes are
likely to be asFociated with a number of possible variables. To my knowledge,
nobody has written more on the authoritarian personality than Adorno others
(1950), whose F scale I have relied upon in collecting data for this study.
In this scale Adorno tries to include all the possible variables related to
an authoritarian persohality. His definitions and approach are discussed.
2.3 Adorno et al.'s authoritarian persona'Lity
The first publication of this book---' The Authoritarian Personality'
--- was in 1950, but the research team started collecting their data as early
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as 1944. Approximately 2000 middle class Christian whites With 9 grades
of education were investigated, from among whom 150 subjects who obtained
extreme scores on the anti-•semitism or ethnocentrism scale were selected
for intensive clinical studies. Thus, the methodological approach was
a kind of interlocking of questionnaires and intensive interviews. The
subsequent intensive clinical study helped the researchers to revise and
enrich the original validity and reliability of the scale. The research
began with Daniel J. Levinson's investigation of anti-semitism, then follows
R. Nevitt Sanford 's research in Ethnocentrism, and Adorno's investigation
on Facisme Their theoretical orientation was mainly Freudien psycho-
analytic. In Nevitt Sanford's (1954) words, what they actually dealing
with here was a personality syndrome, a pattern of dynamically related
variables, which they thought would exhibit a certain unity and might be
thought of as varying in a quantitative way from one individual to
another. Subjects high in authoritarianism appeared to much more alike
as a group than did subjects low in authoritarianism. Authoritarianism
as Sanford added, include a number of other dispositions of personality
such as
over submissiveness to authority regardless of its intrinsic
merits, a readiness to punish others in the name of in group
authority, relative inability to accept blame, cynicism with
respect to human nature, fear of fraud and trickery, readiness
to believe in the bad sexual behaviour of others, the tendency
to regard personal relationships in terms of power and status
rather than in terms of love and friendship, opposition to
the subjective, imaginative or tender-minded, belief in primitive
hereditarian theories or in the mystical determination of the
individual's face, the inability or the unwillingness to deal
with the indefinite, the ambiguous, or the merely probable
(Nevitt Sanford, 1954 p.14)
nerelore, in order to get the full. dynamic picture of the authoritarian
syndrome it was considered necessary to go somewhat deeuer that is to
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reply on inferences from the intensive interviews and projective techniques
as well as questionnaires. Most of the items used to measure the author-
itarian personality were statements of belief, of attitude or of value.
2,4 Cross-.cultural study in Authoritarianism
As the Adorno scale was created for use in the U.S.A., it is
necessary to consider the validity of this scale when used cross-culturally.
As far as the writer knows, many more researches of this kind are in
progress now than have been reported during the past years. The F scale
(Authoritarian Personality) has been used intensively among different
racial groups in America where differences are found (Christie Garcia
1951, Courtney, Green I Iasling 1951) 2. Since then a series of researches
has been done cross-culturally because researchers expect greater differenceamong
America v.s. Japanese educators in '1959, no difference in authoritarianism
is found. While in Protho Melikian'sstudy 4 of Arabian v.s. America
college students in terms of authoritarianism, college students with
Arabian culture were found to be more authoritarian. Similarly, in Meade
Whitettaker (1967)'s cross-cultural study of authoritarianism among
6 countries: U.S.A.(America), Rhodesia (Africa), Brazil(S.America), Arabia,
India, Hong Kong on the F Scale(Form 40 45), if listed in order of
increasing authoritarianism, the cultural groups found to be: United'
States, Brazil, Arabia, Hong Kong, Rhcdesia and India. Meade believes
that differences in religion, family structure, child-rearing practices,
education, type of government, working singly, or in interaction with others,
may provide an explanation
among different cultural. For example in Caladarci's study of3
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So different are these results that the F scale after being
translated into different languages can be said to,`been proved, to a
certain extent, successful. And in Hong Kong,, P.L.Lee(1971+., unpublished
article) has carried-out a similar follow-up study of Chung Chi college
student's authoritarian personality, using the same F Scale(Form 40 45)
in which a similar mean score(4.62 v.s. 4.61) was obtained when compared
with Meade's finding in 1967. Since P.L. Lee sample was restricted to
Freshmen, a comparison among other college students(sophomore, junior
and senior) might well prove interesting.
2.5 Shortcomings of the F scale
The F Scale is a cluster of dynamically related personality
traits. According to Adorno, his definition of The Authoritarian
Personality (1950), includes the various dimensions of:- Conventionalism,
authoritarian submission, authoritarian aggression, anti-intraception,
superstition, power toughness, destructiveness cynicism, projectivity
and sex. And those go together to form the Authoritarian Personality
Syndrome.5 Thus those who score high or low in this Scale are worth
studying. But people have argued that those who obtain extreme scores
in this scale do not necessarily also score high in all dimensions within
the F scale. It may be that someone who is authoritarian aggressive
is not conventional or vise versa. Therefore, one must be very careful
also not taking the total F score as a judgement of an individual's
authoritarian syndrome. If this argument holds for many people then
sub-scores are likely to be more informative than the total scores, and
factor analysis seems to offer real advantage over expert judgement
(for example, Robert E.Krug created six new dimensions from the original
f Scale(29 items)).
Up till now, the F Scale when used cross-culturally has mainly
dealt with subjects who have higher education, like college students.
The education level of m .y sample is comparatively low, and it is possible
that the wording used in this scale may not be easily understood by my
subjects. However, Adorno et al« used this same scale in testing working
class people before which proved quite satisfactory.
2.6 Peterminants of Authoritarianism
A: number of writers on Adornos work have discussed the
determinants of authoritarism. Thus, Frendkel-BrunswikC19+9), Harris,
Cough and Martin, Huffman Levinson (1950) all supported the idea
that the most important determinant of difference between authoritarian
nd non-authoritarian was authoritarian discipline in the family. And
Sanford Christie contended that almost anyone is capable of having
his authoritarianism evoked by sufficiently strong stimuli; as shown in
Christie's research, rigidity in problem solution increases as a function
of experimental frustration (Christie R. others 1951). Thus, it is
possible that everyone is authoritaYian; it depends upon what situation
evokes such authoritarianism. Those who argue in this way criticize
Adorno et al. for putting too much emphasis on personality determinism
and thus neglecting the various other approaches and possibilities of
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Of explaining prejudice. As was pointed out at the beginning this
potentiality is part of the main theme of this dissertation.
2•7 Breadth of Perspective
Oho of the alternative approaches uses the concept of perspectiv
The most important writers here are Stewart Hoult 1959, Warshay 1962,
Kelman Barclay 1963 and Gabennesch 1972. They put forward the idea
that authoritarianism results, at least in part, from the lack of
broad social perspectives„ In other words, if the F Scale is used as a
measure of the (lack of) breadth of perspective, we would expect
individuals who are authoritarian to attain high F scores. That is,
the higher the F score the narrower the breadth of one's perspective.
Kelman and Barclay (1963) defined the breadth of a person's perspective
as a function 'both of his psychological capacity for shifting contexts,
accepting differences, and of opportunity for widening his experiences
that his environment provided him'.(p608). In their findings
authoritarianism was found to be more predominant among such people
as: negroes, women younger subjects, those who were born in the South
and those whose fathers were semi-skilled or unskilled workers (because
they have fewer environmental opportunities for broadening their
perspectives). Iowever, the important variable 'education' which
has been discussed at
17
length by many writers (like Gabennesch 1972 Lipset, S. 1960 Kohn M. 1968)12
is neglected in their study. This is one of the scales (Intolerance of
Ambiguity Scale) that the writer has included in this present research.
2.8 Education and social class
The significance of education is discussed by Niederhoffer who
asserts that the more highly educated persons are usually lower in auth-
ortarianism This is because the more highly educated policemen have a
far higher rate of success on promotion test which call for knowledge and
writing ability rather than for meritorious police service. The most auth-
oritarian policemen work at the bottom of the police occupation, in the
streets. Only after many years when they are too old to stand the pace,
are they rewarded with a quiet job in the police station as a messenger
or attendant. In short, there is a social process at work within the police
UYstem that precipitates the most authoritarian type into the authoritarian
role at the lowest level. of the hierarchy.
Niederhoffer adds that police candidates by and large come from
the working class. The strict police investigation eliminates many applicants
from the lower lower class because of unemployment and arrest records.
Secondly, the educational requirement of a high school or equivalency
prevents the admission of many in this lower group. (Niederhoffer, 1967
P-149) In fact, John H. McNamara in his investigation of unvertaihities in
Police also holds similar results. lie concludes that the newly recruited
patrolmen tended to be primarily from the lower middle class segments of the
Population. (John II. Namara, 1967, p.193)
The relevance of class to authoritarianism has interested many
writers, for example:- Mendelsohn Niederhoffer (1967, p.109) state that
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it although many policemen come from working class homes, they share typical
middle class values such as looking towards the future and getting ahead
owning a home and a new car, being on time, and assuming responsibility. Many
feel insecure precisely because they are new to the middle class. In a sense
they are marginal men and seem to have profound doubts about their social
setting. It is arguable then, that insecurity and authoritarianism are
related to each other.
On the other hand, Seymour M. Lipset contends that authoritarianism
exists in the working-class and that it arises from the typical conditions of
lower class life, of which he lists low education, low participation in
political. or voluntary organization of any type, :1.ittle reading, isolated
occupations, economic insecurity and authoritarian family patterns as some of
the most imr_ortant (Seymour M. Lipset, 1963, pp.94-101)
2.9 Parental occupat:ion find choice of career
The mention of social class raises a number of other iiitere.ti ng
questions connected with police recruitment. For example, how are soc::.al. cl_asc
differences related to occupational aspiration and chca.ce? And what is the
relation between the occupations of fathers and their sods? That there are
r elationslti1s between these variables is generally accepted, for example,
W.H. Sevell, Archie 0 Hailer and M.A. Strauss in their article,' Social Status
and Educational and Occupat-i onal Aspiration', concluded that for both males
and females, the proportion selecting a high status occupation increased
directly with father's occupational status. (195, pp.67-63) And Ralph 11.
Turner,' The Social Context of Ambition' stated that those from higher family
status background have higher occupational aspirations (1962, p.49). Furthermore,
Donald M. Pavalko in his book 1 Sociology of Occupation and Profession' saic
that rational planning as an explanation of the occupational decision making
process applies primarily to middle class youth who aspire more to a highly
prestigious or professional occupation 11971, p.9). And James A. Davis in
' Great Aspiration' contended that the higher the status of a student's
family the more likely he is to plan to go on tc graduate or professional
school in the fall following graduation. (196A, pp.10C-106)
Dealing with the relationship between the occupations of fathers
and their sons, or what we call the' inheritance connection R. Balch
discovered that Denver police-recruits at the New York Police Academy are
upwardly mobile in relation to their fathers. (1972, p.123)- Moreover, since
Donald M. Pavalko tells us that in modern industrial society, occupational
oles are achieved rather than ascribed, we might predict that direct occup¬
ational inheritance (i.e. son entering the same occupation as his father) would
De comparatively low in the United States. However, among the different
occupations, military services seems to score the hiehest deeree of connection.
Table showing direct occupational inheritance















Sources: Main source from Ronald M. Pavalko, 1971, p.73
a. VMedical students) Helen H. Gee, The Student View of the Medical Admissions
Process, in Helen H. Gee and John Cowles (eds.) The Appraisal of Applicants
to Medical Schools, Evanston, 111.: Association of American Medical Colleges,
1957.p.143
b. (University of Kansas Medical Students) Howard S. Becker et. al., Boys in
White: Student Culture in Medical School, Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1961, p.61.
C.(Medical Students, Eastern University) Wagner Thielans, Jr., Some Comp¬
arisons of Entrants to Medical and Law School in Robert K. Merton et al.,
The Student Physician, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1957, lo.lSA.
d. (Protestant Clergymen under age 50 listed in Who's who 1958-59), James
Otis Smith and Gideon Sjoberg, Origin and Career Patterns of Leading
Protester,f m pwvmpn. Social Forces KG (Mav. 1Q6l). rvn. PQO-PQS.
e. (1960 Class of West Point) Morris Janowitz, The Professional Soldier,
Hew York: The Free Press, i960, p.96.
f. (Law School Students) Wagner Thielans, Jr., Some Comparisons of Entrants
to Medical and Law School in Robert K. Merton et al., The Student
Physician. Cambridp-e: Harvard University Press, 1957, p. 134.
g. (Dental Students, 1958) Douglas M. More, Social Origins of Future
Dontists", The Midwest Sociolgast, 21 (July, 1959), pp.69-76.
H. (Social Work Students, i960) Arnulf M. Pins, Who Chooses Social Work, When
and Why? New York: Council on Social Work Education, 193, p.HH.
If we argue that military service and police employment are rather
similar, we could then expect that the inheritance connection would also be
high among policemen. Data are inconclusive;one may assume that' inheritance
connection' however close or distant the relationship was a factor in
respondent's selection of a career in police work (1976, pp.436-444). But Alan
Arcuri in his article,' Police Pride and Self-esteem: Indications of Future
Occupational Changes' reported that over half (69%) of the policemen reported
Having a police' connection' in their background (1976, pp.kjG-kkh).
Table showing professional' inheritance' of interest in a
oolice career
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Source: Arcuri, A.1. 1976, pp.436-444
2. 10 Choice of occupation: jeasons and a11itudes
So far, in considering the relationship between, personality and
occupational choice, we have been considering writers who have attempted to
make correlations between various social attributes and (such as' class 1 c
' parents' occupation') and choice of occupation. It is clear that there:
in general little consensus of opinion among these writers. Moreover, with
few exceptions, their investigations have not been made in such a way as to
wake their findings easily studied cross-culturally.
There are, of courseother approaches to studying occupational
choice, some of which may well be more useful from a practical point of view.
These include approaches which 'attempt to investigate choice from the' inside'
bY enquiring about the' subjects' own expressed view points• It seems
likely that such an enquiry may be of more immediate value to practising
administrators and teachers than the more' objective' kinds of enquiry
discussed above, and our research in the Hong Kong Police Cadet School there¬
fore included a number of question aimed at eliciting the cadets' own views
arid attitudes.
First, however, it was considered that it would be helpful to
review previous studies of this kind too. Broadly they fall into two
categories: those which discuss expressed reasons for choosing a police career,
or the one hand, and those which discuss attitudes and whether and how they
change, on the other.
It is interesting that by contrast with the lack of consensus in the
literature discussed above, writers who have investigated the reasons police¬
men have actually given for choosing their careers show strong agreement. For
example, Alan F. Arcuri suggested that job security, an opportunity to help
People, and a wish for diversified work experience are the three major reasons
why respondents choose a police career, Eli Ginzberg said, it is instructive
to note that they report an interview with a working class teenager who intended
to become a policeman. As his responses indicate, security, first, then service,
determined his choice 1951» pp.156-157)- dames Rankin in' Preventive
psychiatry in the Los Angeles Police Department' concluded that a high
Percentage of applicants for police jobs are attracted by' security'
advantage.
Robert W. Balch in' The Police Personality: Fact or Fiction?
explains that many writers believe-that police work is a natural choice
lor working-class men. It offers reasonably good pay, security and adventure
for young men without a college education or any special training. (1972,p.123)
In other words, this type of person joins the police because it pays well and
offers security and employment. D. Chappell and P.jR. Wilson in their study of
Australian and New Zealand patrolmen and why they join the police also come
to the conclusion that security is the most important reason (1969, p.8o).
In addition to investigate the cadets' expressed reasons for
choosing to enter the School, the writer also wanted to investigate the
different but relation questions of how a cadet's attitudes, beliefs and
values may have been.influenced by his peers, parents, teachers and by the
length of his training (in the School) or service (on the job).
Of course what kind of job one chooses depends in part upon how
much ability one possesses, for example, education level, skills, techniques,
etc. Ronald M. Pavalko said that a continued debate has raged in American
education for many years as to whether or not education (particularly higher
education)ought to be oriented toward the preparation of position for occup-
ational role (1971, pp.62-6.5). A. Niederhoffer in writing about the authori¬
tarian police personality admitted that the most educated and intelligent
Police candidates will survive the various hurdles with greater frequency than
those with less education and intelligence (1967, p.139). Although education
In the formal sense is obviously important, a more interesting matter for the
Present study (and one which may have practical implications) is the question
of how attitudes change. Previous writers on this subject seem to have stressed
two points: length of service, on the one land, and the influence of peer
groupson the other.
Perhaps Niederhoffer's excellent study of police cynicism helps to
explain the relation between length of service and attitudinal changeo He
argues that after several years on the job, high ideals of police work,
pride and integrity disappear, and are replaced by a loss of faith in people,
Slpce they (the -police) often meet the public under the worst conditions
(in George P. McManus, p.152). The degree of cynicism that a patrolman feels
toward his work will increase in proportion to his length of service up to
5 years onlv.
Speaking of peer group influence, Eisenstadt has written the peer
group is a fransitional primary group which, helps the individual achieve the
necessary change in role orientation from the particularistic and collectivisti
Values of the family to the universalistic, achievement oriented and indivi¬
dual: stic values of modern industrial society (from T. M. Starr,' p.f03)
C. Wayner Girdin (195?) discovered similarities in his study of high
school students. He found that the dominant' motivation for most students
was to meet the expectations of the informal (student culture) rather than
to gain status v.dthin the organization of the whole school (T. M. Starr,
p• ;+os.).
Participation in a peer group- net only iniluences attitudes but also
Pads to concrete behaviour that may alter a member's path or paths in and
°ut of school, jobs and the military, reformatories or jails. Alberta Engvall
Siegel and Sidney Sierel in their research in f Reference Groups, Membership
roups and Attitude Change' discovered -that the imposition of a membership
G-roup does have some effect on an individual s attitudes, e en vlien the
opened group is not accepted by the individual as his reference group, M If
he person comes to accept tlie imposed group as rus reference then the change
in 11 is attitudes toward the level of the group norm is even more pronounced
- Starr, p.2'0
Alex Inkeles said, the boy spending a good deal of time away
from home in the company of other boys in autonomous gangs is recognized in
many societies as likely to be the most, effective method of early inculcation
of independence, self-reliance and the drive for achievement; (19?' p. oil).
The relevance of this observation to any discussion of a boarding school is
obvious.
2.11 Conclusion: the therne of this research
The relationship between personality trail, and choice of occupation
is the main theme of this dissertation. We have seen that in spite of disagre
merit over the ambiguity of the relationship, many researchers do contend that
personality traits are more or less related to choice of occupations, In
other words, some persons consider themselves more suitable in doing certain
occupations while others do not. For example, some people choose police work
because the Police Force can give vent to their aggressive or neurotic
feelings But, in fact, others may argue that it is the large social organi¬
zation that chooses the individual and not the other way round. Of course,
within a large social context, the decision made by an individual is usually
affected or predetermined by other social factors. In his research, the
writer has tried to go into a deeper understanding of these two relationships:
personality and occupational choice.
In this research, the first objective the writer would like to find
out is which is the more important determinant of authoritarian behaviour:
the Cadet School or the personality acquired in early socialization. In doing
this, the length of training within the boarding school is used, as an
indicator of measuring the school effect on the personality trait, while a
more standardized F scale is used as a measure of the personality trait. Then
other social variables related to authoritarian personality formulation like
education, age, socio-economic status etc. are also testedo
In addition to this kind of objective correlation, the writer also
wants to pose another question: why do the youngsters choose to study in this
Cadet School and not elsewhere? Authoritarian personality may' be one of the
underlying reasons,but what we like to look into here is a more practical
matter: what is the' thing 1 that motivates them to join disciplined services
after graduation? Is it for practical reasons or ideal reasons? And what is
more ideal and what is less ideal? Is it that the more civil-service-oriented
cadets are more likely to perceive the 1 ideal' part of job as being more
valuable and meaningful and the less civil-service oriented cadets are likely
to perceive the practical side as more valuable and meaningful, for example,
job security, good salary?
The third question the writer wants to pose is why 37% of the ex-
cadets join the Police Force after their graduation? Many people have a
misunderstanding about the cadets' future occupation„ They usually think that
all members of this small group will become police constables sooner or later
because it is a Police Cadet School, in fact, before their enrollment into
this School cadets are given a free choice among disciplined services,
namely Police Force, Fire Services, Customs and Excise,, and Prisons Depart¬
ment. Again, shortly before their graduation they are called upon to make a
final choice among these k disciplined services. After that their choices will
be sent to the department concerned in which the final decision is made. In
the end, the outcome is that of them become police constables. Why Police
jjorce and not others? is there any' behind reason' for their occupational
choice? Is it because of personal limitations: physically or academically
(i.e. entrance requirement, or qualification)? Or is it that the vacancies
in other disciplined services are limited? Is it because of good prospects,
security, higher pay etc. that attract them to the job? Or, the last question,
is it that those who choose the Police Force are more authoritarian? All
these points remain to be explained. And, in .fact, all these questions formed
the main part of this thesis. All these relations will be elaborated in
Chapter 3 when we are discussing the formulation of the hypotheses. Before
then, however, we have to understand some of the background history of this
School and the policies it has undertaken.
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It is found that those who are motivated for a future career in
police work score higher (more authoritarian) than those who would
not consider police work as a career but the finding was not
statistically significant.
Chapter III
The Cadet School: A Brief Account of Its History and
Objectives, the Social Background of the Students
and the Programme of Work and Activities
The history of this school is very short, up to now approximately
7 yearso Although, a planning party was formed as early as 1960 to devise
a scheme for the formation of the Cadet School, it was not until 1972-73
that part of the budget was spent on running this institutionQ The school was
opened in September, 1973 with its first temporary accomodation at
Fan GardenSi Fanling, New Territories. Since it is a temporary setting,
the facilities are very simple and inadequate; there are approximately twenty
two classrooms and sixty dormitories with three canteens. Each classroom
can accomodate at least thirty persons and dormitory twelve persons. The
construction is very similar to an army camp, the dormitories, classrooms,
and canteens all being in Nissen huts, roofed with galvanised iron. This
is because the present address is once an abandoned army camp; therefore
cadets living this type of setting are doomed to experience the worst
effects of Hong Kong's cold chilly winters and hot wet summers. Following
the gradual expansion of the School in 1977, a second temporary accomodation
was opened at Fodwell's -idge near Sheung Shui. It is estimated that the
maximum annual intake for the two places will be around 6OO-63O cadets,
now the estimated figure in Fan Garden is 303 and 330 in Fodwell's Ridge.
The School is now on an experimental basis0 If the training and its
programme prove to be successful in providing qualified servants for the
society, a permanent cadet school may be set up in the near future (1983).
In fact, the Schoolmade every effort to fight for a permanent
address in Shuen Wan, near Plover Cove, as early as 1977° The permanent
Cadet School is expected to cover 7-5 hectares of land including one hectare
of land reclaimed form the seac A full range of educational and recreational
facilities will be provided for about 1200 cadets. About thirty classrooms
will be constructed. Quarters for the cadets and the living-in staff will
be provided by the School. It would also have an assembly hall, cinema,
gymnasium, assault course, and a library as well as language laboratories.
Other facilities would include a sports ground, a parade ground, boot storage
facilities and recreational facilities for both the cadets and the staff.
Therefore, it would be really a great breakthrough if such a Cadet School
can be constructed in the near future0
3.1 Similarities and Differences in School Curricula: the Cadet School and
Ordinary Schools
The current time-table of the Cadet School is very similar to
those of its counterparts in the world outside. The School curriculum is
divided into two streams, general and academic, and cadets assigned to the
academic stream not only have the opportunity to sit for the Hong Kong
School Certificate Examination (HKSCE), but also have more time to spend
in academic subjects. On the other hand, cadets studying in the general
stream have more opportunity to be in touch with physical and vocational
training. As shown in Table III a below, the curricula of cadets in their
first year seem to be rather similar in both streams0 Both of them spend
more or less the same time in studying English (15.56%), Chinese (1.33%),
Mathematics (6.67- 8.89%), Economic and Public Affairs (6067- 8.89%) and
other subjects, but the academic stream cadets who are sitting for the
Table III. Percentage showing showing differences between
aca- emic and general stream cadets in terms of subjects
studied (first vear cadets)
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Hong Kong School Certificate Examination (HKSCE) have to spend tv:o more
hours (k.kk%) in learning Chinese History. However, in their second year,
the two streams seems to differ greatly in terms of English, Chinese,
Mathematics, Economic and Public Affairs and Community Services.
Table-Ill, a: Percentage Table showing differences
between academic and general stream cadets in terms of
subjects studied
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When compared with the general stream, an increase of almost
of 3% (20- 15%) in English, 10% (22- 11%) in Chinese, 3% C11- 8%)
in Mathematics and Economic Public Affairs, 2% (6- 1%) in Vocational
Studies are found in the academic stream. But, at the same time, 11%
(26- 13%) in Physical studies, 17% in Community Services and 6% in
School EeQueation are lost if one is assigned to the Hong Kong School
Certificate classo
It may be useful to make a comparison with outside, especially
a comparison between Form I'ive students in 1 ordinary 1 schools and the
second year cadets( academic or general) in terms of school curriculum, two
ordinary schools are selected arbitrarily because of their similarities in
subjects being taught.
TableHI-b Percentage table showing the difference in
subjects taught between three schools
ordinary school ordinary school (academic;





























Total 100.00 100.00 100.00
CN) (42) (42) (45)
History, Geography, Biology
History, Geography, Bible, Music
Vocational Studies
As shown in Tablelll.b and Tablelll.c, in spite of the contents
taught being different among schools, the time spent in teaching English,
h inese, Mathematics is proportionately similar, especially between
' ordinary' school A and the cadet school( academic). When 'ordinary'
school B is included, it seems that the Cadet School (academic) always lie
ln the middle. However, when physical studies is taken into consideration,
a sharp contrast is found. Some 10% (15.56-.76%) difference is found
between ordinary school B and the Cadet School (academic). Though one is
assigned to the academic stream, physical studies is still very important.
It may be because the Cadet School itself is a disciplinary school, its
responsibj Lities are to prepare youths for entry into the Police Force or
other disciplined services of the Governmnerit. Therefore, physical studies
(15%), vocational studies (8089%) and Economic and Public Affairs must
be emphasized. Especially in the general stream, almost 30% of the
available time is spent on physical and vocational training.
Tablelll.c: Percentage table showing the differences in

































Community Services, Vocational Studies, School Fecreation
3.2 Aims of the Cadet School
The aim of this School is not to train scholars or scientists, but
to provide interested youngsters with partial secondary education only0 In
fact, the two main objectives of this School include firstly to prepare
youths for entry into the Police Force or other disciplined services of
Government (such as F1ire Services, Customs Excise or Prisons department)
and provide a source of reasonably well-educated, civil-oriented and
physically fit young men for recruitment into these services,. Secondly,
to provide partial secondary education and vocational and character training
for a proportion of the youth of Hong Kong in order to increase their mental
and physical well-being; and to prepare them for their adult responsibilities
in the community
Judging from the background information in formulating these
two objectives, we come to realize that at the time of the establishment
of this school, the policy of free secondary education for all Form 1-3
students had not yet been adopted in Hong Kong. At that time (that is,
before 1973) some intelligent students who came from large and poor
families had to give up schooling after completion of primary six; and
for some of them, at least, it seems that the establishment of the new Cadet
School met their needs. It is relevant to note also that 1972-7 the
numbers of junvenile offenders per 100,000 (age 7-15) was already beginning
to cause anxiety, and it was hoped that the recruitment of some of those
youngsters into the Cadet School might help to prevent or at least reduce
an increase in the rate of juvenile delinquency.
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Source: Report of the Working Group on Juvenile Crime, Government Printer,
March,I98I.
At the same time, it is also important to note that the School
promises to provide job opportunities for all its graduates„
All students are in their late teens (152- 19)• It is expected
that under strict spervision and disciplined training, the youths will
become physically fit, academically advanced, mentally alert and highly
disciplined and responsible.
3.3 Background of the Cadets
To take a deeper understanding of the social background of
these cadets, it is found that they are aged mainly between 16-17, this
accounted for 7!•% of the total student population,. Within this, 2h%
°f them have worked before, (see table of Question 6 in Appendix$)the
longest being five years and shortest being one month. But in general the working
Period is three to twelve months(70%)» They work, in general,in
Manufacturing industries, general services (like restaurants, theatres,
etc.) and commercial business agencies as semi-skilled workers, apprentices.,
office boys and cheap labourers,, This is very common because many of these
oa.dets are very young and have no working experience, or skills. Besides,
their education level is low. Thus, they can hardly manage to get a
S'ood position in this complex society. Out of 121 cadets, who have worked
ctX 0
before, thereAonly hi of them haying a monthly income over $1,050 (33%)
Therefore, judging from the basic living standard nowadays, they really
belong to the very low income group (see tables i,ii,iii of Question 6
Appendix A).
On the whole, these young cadets' interest towards disciplinary-
services develop very early, mainly in their primary and early secondary
school years (51%)- Only a very small portion discover their interest in the
services
b-isciplinaaya-fter working or when they cannot find any other job (10%)
The average family size of the total student population is rather
large, (see Question -8 in Appendix A) t The position of the cadets
within the family usually lies in the middle. It seems that family
Planning scheme fails to operate
among these working class parents, possibly because many of them have only
received a primary education (fathers' 71% and mothers' 84%, see tables of
Q.53 and Qo5+ in Appendix A).
Tab1elli.e: Percentage table showing time when cadets discover
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A large family with too many children would mean a heavy financial
burden to the parents. Thus, some of their children are forced to go to
work early in life or to act as apprentices. Sending their children to this
cadet School would not only release and family's financial burden but also
provide a higher education standard for their children. Therefore, it
members of
may be that this School opens a possible alternative forthe low income
group with large family size. If a comparison is made between those cadets
who have worked and those who have not, it seems that the latter belong
to the older age groups and lower educational levels before enro lment.
Tablelll.f; Percentage table showing the age structure





















Tablelll.g: percentage table showing the education leve

























Many of these cadets, as mentioned above, come from working
class families, their parents being mainly semi-skilled or unskilled
workers.


























some of the categories have been re-combined,
for detail information see Q.6 in Appendix A
About 33%.of the cadets are recruited from rural towns, like Kw
Chung, T suen Wan, Tuen Mun, Yuen Long, Fanling, Sheung Shui, Tai Po,
Shatin, etc., many of them are residentin Government public housing, (see
Q.8 in Appendix A)
Tablell.i: percentage table showing residence of










those who reside in New Territories and off-shore
islands are refered to rural area.
Originally, the writer thought that perhaps many cadets join the
school not of their free will, but under pressure form their parents. But
in fact the outcome seems to be reversed.
Tablelll.j: percentage table showing reasons
for entering cadet school
~Ro o onri .o
Enjoy physical activities
Failure to get job outside
Sent by parents
Personal liking of the Cadet School
No acceptance from the other schools
To get free secondary school education
To develop one's interest to prepare













Some categories are combined
Missing cases= 3
The reason 'sent by parents' accounts for only 1.7%, while
reasons like personal liking of the Cadet School', 'to develop one's
interests' or' to prepare for entering into the disciplinary services
3.Lb Entry requirements and academic standards
The basic entry requirements of the School are not very demanding,







However, all cadets are required to sit for a written and aptitude
test and undergo medical and physical check-up. The final acceptance of
a cadet is determined by an interview before a. board chaired by the commandant,
or his representative; the parents of the applicants are also present, uring
this interview, questions concerning family background (e.g. number of brothers
sisters), activities joined, interest, criminal record,etc. are asked, (see
format in Appendix A). Applicants with family with criminal records are
refused. The motivation of a cadet is considered very important. Only
those who are well-motivated are likely to be recruited. Good motivation in
its broader terms refers to civil-oriented persons whose aim is to serve
the public and to maintain law and order.,
In fact some can name a large number of reasons why a young man may
aspire to play the part of a civil servant (in the disciplined services).
Answers that have been recorded include the following varying examples
I want to improve the community
I like to catch thieves, it pays well
It's risky andchallenging
I want to improve the police work
I like to shoot
I can wear a badge of authority
I can show people I am brave
: 152-17 at the time of entry
: 5 feet 3 inches
:103 lbs
:normal eyesight
:completed primary six and preferably some secondary
education
:5 years in Hong Kong
I can get excitment regularly
I can wear a uniform
I can order other people around
I can make good impression on women
I like to fight
I'm not qualified to do anything else
From such statements one can easily judge who is well-motivated
and who is not.
Though the school is not intended for the training of scholars or
or scientists, qualified students are encouraged to sit for the Kong Kong
School Certificate Examination. All cadets, in general, are required to
sit for the Junior and Senior Certificate Examination.. The passing of
these examinations may be counted• as equivalent to passing 3 subjects in
the Hong K0ng School Certificate Examination, and incremental credits are
also added.
Up to August last year, a total of 11+8 cadets have graduated from
the School since its founding in 1973. Of these 1001 or 87.2% have joined
the Police Force. Wastage after training at the school was only 3«8o
(including others nil).
Table Ill.k Percentage table showing year of graduation and Department joined






















































100.0 100.0 100.0 100o0 100..0 100.0
(1001) (21) (31) (51) (26) (18)
Source: provided by the Hong Kong Police Cadet School, 1981.











Aug.74 (special one)% 100.0
Aug.75 (course no.1)% 88,6
Aug.76 (course no.2)% 78.8
Aug.77 (course no.3)% 81.5
Aug.78 (course no. 4)% 84.2
Dec.78 (course no.5)% 90.0
May.79 (course 110.6)% 84.4
Aug.79 (course no.7)% 86.2
Oct.79 (course no.8)% 95=7
Feb.80 (course no.9)% 87-2
1 1























































At the very beginning students joining the School were not many, and very
often in order to meet the quota, students of low quality were admitted.
(See table III.l).
Table III.l: Analysis of recruitment to the Cadet School
' 1973- 77




























Indicates the number of cadets who discontinued training for one reason or
another.
Source: provided by the Royal Hong Kong Police Cadet School, up to 1977
Now the situation has been reversed, and the School can have a
high degree of selectivity. The minimum educational requirement is Primary
six, but many applicants actually hold a Form 2-3 level of education,
(see Table Ill.m), and it is clear that the educational standard, of the
recruits continues to improve.
TableIII.m.: Ta.ble showing educational standard of
























































otal(N=60j) 26 121 136 78 180 63
3e5 Academic organization: terms and curricula
The school year is AA weeks; it is divided into four terms with
eight weeks for holidays. The sphere of training includes academic studies
Ot-0%), physical studies (hC$), and vocational training (20%). Mr. Roy Henry,
the Commissioner of Police, in his address (1979) said that students spend
bCPo of their time in academic studies so that they can reach a reasonable
standard of education. And T09c in physical training classes in order that
they may become strong enough to endure the rigors of their future duties;
20% vocational training to prepare for future careers, character building
and self-disciplined training form an important part of their vocational
training. (25.6.1979i Government Information service)
For academic studies: English, Chinese, Mathematics, Economic and
Public Affairs, World History and eography are covered. In 1980, there
was some minor change in the school curriculum, in order to adjust to the new
policy of providing free secondary education (started in 1979)
academic streaming was introduced and academic studies were increased to
70% while vocational and physical studies were reduced to 15% separately
in order to accomodate the special streaming for academic students.
A Hundred percent bar chart showing differences between












Cadets are also trained in all types of sports: all forms of
ball games, judo, boxing, karate, gymnastics, athletics, swimming and life
saving, canoeing, camping, and rock climbing. The School has an excellent
programme of physical studies, and has earned a good reputation as a reliable
and efficient organizer of sporting functions. For vocational training,
yound cadets are encouraged to part in community services. Each Wednesday
afternoon senior cadets are encouraged to take part in such community services
as they find interesting. There are approximately seventy-eight voluntary
agencies for them to choose from. Foot drill and first aid are also part
of the currioulum. At times, cadets are called upon to assist in crowd
control or to participate in such public activities as the Community Chest
'Walk for a million'„ It is hoped that through this type of training, they
will realized that there are many members in the society who need assistance,
it
and.is up to them to render such assistance whenever they can.
From all those varied activities, the cadets are expected to
acquire a great deal of character training in addition to an increase in
help
their knowledge. Tofulfil the important function of character training,
there is a morning assembly on every Tuesday or Wednesday which lasts
about thirty minutes. Each time, a civilian member of the staff is
invited, mainly academic staff, to give a short lecture to all cadets. The
aim of character training is to produce young men who are fully prepared
to accept their adult responsibilitieshonest and with the strength to
persevere in the face of adversity. As P.E. Birney, the Commandant of the
Police Cadet School,said, to do this effectively,they must be mature
in outlook, wise in their handling of other, courageous in facing and
and overcoming difficulties, honest in all their dealings and have the strength
of purpose to persevere in the face of adversity. It is possible that
the effect of this kind of training is far-reaching, hut it is hard to judge
whether it is rewarding cr effective„
Thus we see that although academic subjects are important, they
are by no means the only important part of their School's training programme
a. point which is underlined by the comparison of time spent on general
and academic subjects i.n this School arid in the two 1 ordinary7 schools listed
in Table IIIb,c. above Thus, the object of the School is by no means
purely, or even mainly, academic. As one of my intervieweeJstates, cadets
learn at the Cadet School that promotion depends on their own efforts,thus
they canbetter prepared for a life long career with the Force than some
direct entrants who may have a better academic qualification. Usually
when they receive an order they appreciate its need and carry it out without
complaint. This is not always the case with some of the direct entrants
who regard discipline as something imposed on them.
In conclusion, we find that the School is making every effort
to improve the quality of the cadets, no matter how different their social
backgrounds are: parent's education, place of residence, education level,
character, etc,. So long as these youngsters choose to study in this
School, it tries to fulfil all their needs, at the same time preparing
them to take up adult responsibiil.ities even the cadets who are not going
to be disciplined servants in the near future.
footnote
Teaching about the Common Lav; and Statue Law of Hong Kong in general and




After the above general description of the background of the
Police Cadet School, in this Chapter tho writer will first come to deal
with the main theme of this thesis, that is, the formulation of hypotheses.
Then a discussion of some research techniques concerning the student
Population will follow, such as sampling, data collection, measurement,
index construction and data processing. The main variables involved in
formulation of hypotheses are length of training, the Authoritarian
Personality Scale, Intolerance of Ambiquity Scale, and civil-mindedness
index. There are altogether fuo main hypotheses and 8 sub-hypotheses.
Each sub-hypotheis is an elaboration of one of the original relationships
expressed in the main hypothesesc Research models with expected direction
of association will be constructed whenever necessary0
Hypotheses Formula.tion
Since no conclusive answer can be given about the determinant
of one's behavior (as mentioned in Chapter II) the writer decided to pose
a similar question in this research, that is, does authoritarianism
come into the Cadet along with the recruits or is it inculated in the
cadets through strenous school socialization? If length of training
ls used as an indication of school socialization and the F scale as a
Measurement of authoritarian personality. Then the hypothesis will
appear as follows
this has been discussed intensively by Adorno(1990), Nevitt Sanford (199'0
A Niederhofier( 1967), N. Watson J Sterling (1969), J.Q Wilson (q 969)
Mendelsohn Bayley (1969), Stretcher Skolnick (1977) ,Robert W. Balch
(1972),R.H. Ward (1978).
Hvnothesis one
Length of training is positively related to Authoritarian
personalityo Usually the longer the training one received
in the boarding cadet school, the more authoritarian he
would become and vice versa.
Length of training is measured by the number of months since entering the
cadet school. Here six groups of cadets are obtained, namely the newcomer
( 0 month), Junior Cadet A( Vz year), Junior Cadet B( 1 year), Senior
cadet A( Vz year), Senior Cadet B( 2 years andEx-cadets (2-5 years).
Lor computation, scores '1' will be given tonewcomer, Junior cadet A ~2
Junior cadet B =3i Senior cadet A= L, Senior cadet B =5, Ex-cadet =6. Since
the whole training process run like a military training school, everything
is expected to abide by the rule, and stick rigidly to the regulations,
Students are trained not to ask questions but receive orders and the whole
schedule is tightly pianned' so that everything is arranged beforehand,
with emphasis on discipline. Those who have violated the rules are punished
like in a quasi-army. Therefore, the arugment is that the longer one
sticks to this kind of training, the more likely is it that one will develop
authoritarian aggression, authoritarian submission, conventionalism or
the like.
Therefore, the writer believes that the cadets under this kind
training are considered to be highly disciplined, a sub-hypothesis is
constructed to test this relation.
Sub-hypothesis:
a. length of training is positively related to self-discipline.
The longer the training one received the more disciplined
he would become and vice versa (at least in this School)0
b. Self-discipline is positively related to authoritarianism, that
is, the higher the F score( authoritarian score), the more
self-disciplined he would become.
(Here self-discipline is measured in terms of one's devotion to
the school regulation and discipline; further discussion of
this scale will be described in the section on index construction
below).
However, people have argued that the formation of the authoritarian
personality occurs mainly when the capacity to shift context and the opportunity
to widen experience are restricted. Therefore, if the F scale (authoritarian
scale) can be used as an indication of (lack) of Breadth of Perspective, the
writer expects that those who have high F scores are more likely to have
limited Breadth of Perspective or viae versa. Now if the capacity to
shift context is measured by the 'Intolerance of Amibiguity Scale' and the
opportunity that affects one's experiences is measured by education, age,
residence, socio-economic status, assigned class, types of school, then
hypothesis two and related sub-hypotheses can formulated as follows:-
Hypothesis two (capacity for breadth of perspective,)
Intolerance of ambiguity (measure of lack of breadth of perspective)
is positively related to authoritarianism. In other words, the
higher the cadet's intolerance of ambiguity, the higher his
authoritarian personality (F score) and vice versa.
(Intolerance of Ambiguity is believed to be one of the attributes
ofxauthoritarian personality as in Stouffer 1955, Riesman 1956,
Kelman and Barclay 1963 2).
In Nevitt Sanford's words: Intolerance of ambiguity referred to the inability
on the unwillingness to deal with the indefinite, the ambiguous or the
merely probable, p.14.1954. The Pearson Product moment correlation R
will be used to measure this relationship.
•Education, as mentioned previously by Seymour M.Lipset (1963)1 John H.
McNamara (1967) and Mendelsohn Niederhoffer (1967) is an important attribute
io broaden one' perspective, hypothesis c d are set up under this assumption.
Sub-hypotlieses (opportunity affects breadth of perspective)
C. Education(an attribute of breadth of perspective)
inversely related to authoritarian personality, that
is, the more educated cadets tend to have a lower F
score(education refers here to level of schooling but
sometimes it dichotomized to form nominal variables:
primary 6-Form 2 would earn a score of '0', Form 3-3
a score of' 1'«, An analysis of variance or F test will
be used„)
Usually cadets studying in the academic stream are considered to
more educated because they have to pass a written test before they
a]?e assigned to it. Those who fail in this examination are more likely to be
assigned to the General stream. Here the Academic stream cadets are given
a score of f1' and General stream cadets a score of '0': a F test with a
c°Wparsion between group means is used.
d. Those who were assigned to the Academic stream tend to
have a lower authoritarian personality score (F score)
than those who were assigned to the General stream.
If•
u is also exuected that
e. cadets coming from C,hinese schools are inclined to have
stronger authoritarian personalities than those from the
English grammer school.
is because the Chinese school are expected to act as a doorkeeper of
ae Confucian ethical code. Students studying in this kind of school are
nia-de to submit to authority figures like teachers, trained to receive or
a°cept what they are told and not to question. Perhaps, this is part of
le Chinese culture (Ho, Yau-fai and Ling Yu Lee 197; Lee and Yang, 197-;
P.L. unpublished article 197+)• However, in English school, with the
eriefits from the English language, students are expected to have a broader
readth of perspective and
thus become less authoritarian. In this sample approximately 13% of the
cadets come from Chinese schools. A score of '0' is given to those who come
from English schools while the Chinese school earns a score of '1'. Again the
E-test is used for comparison.
Although it is common in other countries that the breadth of perspective
is likely to be greater in an urban and cosmopolitan environment than it is
in rural and traditional areas, the writer does not expect such a great
distinction to be found in the Hong Kong context which is so industralized
and densely populated. However, the writer would still like to know whether
this argument is supported Thus the hypothesis becomes:-
f. Those who come from rural areas tend to have a more limited
or restricted world view (thus more authoritarian) than
those who come from urban areas.
The term rural area refers to areas like Kwai Chung, Tsuen Wan, Tlleri Mun, Yuen
Long, Fanling Sheung Shui, Taipo, Shatin, Sai Rung, Clear Water Bay and the
offshore Islands. This accounts for 33% of the total sample. Thus, those
who come from rural areas will earn a score of '0' and those who come from
bhe urban area will earn a score of '1'. The F test with a comparison
between two group means are used.
It is believed, that people of a lower class background are more
likely to have a limited world view, thus they are likely to be more authoritarian.
Here the socio-economic status of an individual is measured by the respondents'
lather's education and income. And the socio-economic status index is divided
into two levels: high and low. Again, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the
F Test are usedo
g. Socio-econom:c status is negatively related to authoritarian
personality. That is, the higher the social economic status
of a respondent the lower the F score«
When a person become more mature, especially in young adulthood,
opportunities for broadening experience are likely to increase; higher education
for example, represents such a broadening experience for young people who
come from relatively limited environments. Thus the age of an individual can
be one of the background factors affecting breadth of perspective. Therefore,
h. Older cadets ai-e more likely to be less authoritarian while
younger cadets are more likely to be more authoritarian.
older cadets refer to those cadets who are between 17-19.,where as younger cadets
are those under 1?• '0' and 1l1 score are assigned to these two groups of
individuals respectively. For analysis, the F test is used.
If personality traits might be one of the possible reason why
youngsters choose to study in the cadet school, then civil-mindedness( or
civil-service-orientation) might also account for the reason why cadets
are motivated to join disciplined services after graduation. Civil-mindedness
in its broader sense, refers to the people who are willing to take up the
responsibility of serving the public in general and maintain law and order
in particular. Here civil-mindedness is divided into 3 categories, from
the least civil-oriented to more civil-oriented cadets. The writer hypothesises
that:-
YT)o t:h P.•=?i .p hh HPP
The more civil-minded cadets are more likely to perceive the
ideal part of job condition as valuable while the less-civil-
minded cadets are more likely to perceive the practical side
of job condition as valuable or meaningful0
Again the job perception is divided into 3 levels, from less ideal
to more ideal. The more ideal side of the job in its relative sense, refers
to motivations like 'disciplinary work is meaningful', 'my life long career',
'interest' and others, those who check either one of this answer will get
a score of 2'; while the less ideal side of the job refers to motivation like
' good salary andworking conditions',' fast promotion', 'job security', for
the family, 'having status, 'Having status, prestige, and power, again
those who pick either one of this answer would get a score of '1'» Only
the first 3 reasons why cadets are motivated to join the disciplinary services
is taking into account. Thus the range of score is 3- 9i after recoding
the less ideal side of the job would be given a score of '1', the more ideal
a score of '2', and the most ideal side of the job would be given a score
of '3'.
The fourth hypothesis is also the main hypothesis, that is it
tries to link the personality and choice of occupation together0 Are those
cadets who choose Police jobs rather than others more authoritarian? This
delation has been discussed by Smith, Alexander B; Locke, Bernard;Walker,
William F; Fester, Abe in 197,19b8,1970. Thus,
Hypothesis four
Becomes those who choose Police as a future occupation are
more likely to be more authoritarian. Here only those cadets
who have made their final decision as to whether to join a
disciplined servants and if so which one are considered.
To be precise and specific, the main hypothesis with its sub-
Hypotheses are summarised as follows:-
Hypothesis one
Length of training is positively related to Authoritarian personality
Usually the longer the training one receives in the boarding cadet
school, the more authoritarian he would become and vise versa.
a. length of training is positively related to self-discipline
The longer the training one receives the more disciplined
he would become and vise versa.
bo Self-discipline is positively related to authoritarianism,
that is, the higher the F score, the more disciplined
he would become»
Hypothesis two
Intolerance of ambiguity (measure of lack of breadth of perspective)
is positively related to authoritarianism. In other words, the
higher the cadet's intolerance of ambiguity score, the higher the
cadet's authoritarian personality (F scorelknd vice versa.
c. ducation( an attribute of breadth of perspective) is
inversely related to authoritarianism. In other words,
the morvs educated cadets tend to have a lower F sccre
and the less educated cadets tend to have a higher F
score.
d. Those who were assigned to the academic stream tend to
have a lower authoritarian personality score (E score)
than those who were assigned to the general stream.
e. Cadets coming from Chinese schools are inclined to have
a stronger authoritarian personality than those from the
English grammar school.
f. Those who come from rural areas tend to have a limited
or restricted world views( more authoritarian) than
those who come from the urban
g. Socio-economic status is negatively related to authoritarian
personality. That is, the higher the socio-economic status
of a respondent the lower the F score.
h. Older cadets are more likely to be less authoritarian while
younger cadets are more likely to be more authoritarian.
U ypothesisthree
T he more civil - minded cadets are more likely to perceive
the ideal side of job condition as valuable while the less
civil - minded cadets are more likely to perceive the
pratical side of job condition as valuable or meaningful.
! ! Y pothesisfour
T hose who choo $ e P olice as their future occupationare more
likely to be more authoritarian.
( T his hypothesiswas also discussedin the researchof S mith ,
L ocke and W alker - - see footnotein C hapterII above) .
H potr esis five
T he longer the length of training inside the boarding
school the more likely he would be influencedby his
peer cadet friends .
a . P eer group influence and the authoritarianismare
positively related .
( T he basic assuptionof this hypothesiscomes from C . W G irdin
1 9 5 7 A lex I nkeles( 1 9 7 1 ) andT . M . S tarr ( 1 9 7 4 ) ' s ideas)
4.2 Data collection
In sum,the whole research depends mainly on quesionaires, supplemented
with observation, in-depth interviews and analysis of documentary materials
There are altogether three sets of questionaires
Before the writer started constructing his first set of questionaires
(see Appendix C), a long process of in-depth interviews with teachers,staff
and cadets was undertaken Though the writer asked moreless the same questions,
he expected different answers from each interviewee. Almost 13 of the
staff were interviewed, including six academic staff, five vocational staff,
two physical staff and 10 cadets. All the information gathered was recorded
and put on tapes. Notes were made after the interviews. The experience the
writer gained during these interviews and the associated participant observation.
gave him a great deal of valuable information for formulating his questionnaires.
After the completion of the tentative questionnaire, a pretest was
carried out in Decernber, 1980. with seventy subjects from the student population.
Unreliable and invalid items and questions were discarded. The final set of
questionnaires was given out in early February, 1981. With the kind and
full co-operation of the staff, over 580 questionnaires, fran approximately
90% of the total population, were gathered.
This was a self-administered Chinese version questionnaire, (see
Appendix C). Instructions were given indicationg that the responses were
confidential There were altogether fifty ninb questions. Though some
of the questions might not be used in hypothesis testing, the writer thought
they would be valuable to the Cadet School for evaluation and resolution.
Therefore, they are also included (for example, Q.2- 3? Q-6, Q°9- !2,Q.lh,
Q.20-22, Q.24, Q.28, Q.30, Q37-H6).
In connection with the follow up study, a second set of questionnaire,
(Questionnaire B and C) was constructed in late March. Except for some
modification, Questionnaire C is more or less the same as Questionnaire A,
especially the F scale (authoritarian personality scale) and the' Intolerance
of ambiguity scale,,,and questionnaire B which-was constructed by the Commandant
of the Cadet School does not include the Authoritarian Scale and 1 Intolerance
of ambiguity scale'. Former cadets were requested to answer Questionnaire C
while their employers(superior officers) were asked to fill in Questionnaire B
(see Appendix B).
According to the name and address list provided by the school
authority, Questionnaire B and C were mailed to seventy-five former cadets
and their employers( superior officers) on 1st April,1981. Here a small
sample was chosen because of the limitation of time. The writer restricted
His former cadets sample to Coursel- k only because he thinks that these
former cadets have had more working experience and may thus be more generous
m giving their attitudes towards their former training in the Cadet School.
Since the writer made a deadline for each of these questionnaires, those
questionnaires that did not return after 3 weeks were considered as missing
cases. A time schedule was constructed to check this response: after 3
week's time only 29 questionnaires had been collected, approximately 34%
of the return rate.
Questions concerned with each cadet's social and demographic
characteristics on age( Q.1), place of birth (Q.2), religious beliefs( Q.3),
level of education.(Q.4), type of school attended before entry to the
cadet institute( Q.5), place and type of residence( Q.18), number of
family members, including both working and studying, were formulated( Q.48
to Q.50).
Again, questions used to measure authoritarian personality also
known as the F scale), breadth of perspective (measure by 'Intolerance of
ambiguity Scale), Civil-mindedness or Civil-orientation, elf-discipline and the
perceived qualities of the four disciplined services were measured by question
seven( thirty items for the F scale and eight items for 'Intolerance of
ambiguity scale), Question 17-19, Question 31-36 and Question 25 respectively.
Additional questions concerning the attitudes of cadets toward civil servants
were also formulated (Question20-22,2h), though not used in testing hypotheses.
Occupational preference( Question 26), occupational choice (question
27), occupational attainment( Question 28) and motivation for joining disciplined
services after graduation (Question 29) were also the subject of questioning
The term occupatiorl.choice process was used in a very broad sense to indicate
both of the following: occupational preference and occupations-choice. Here
occupational preference is used as a term to indicate the kind of disciplined
service a cadet preferred before entry. This is the occupation, at that
time, with the most positive valence. In pratice, four choices were given
andto be exhaustive, 'others' was added. Occupational choice was used
to distinguish cadets occupational preference in the sense that it was the
choice made after cadets entered the Cadet School, and shortly after they
left. The chosen occupation was the occupation toward which there was
the strongest positive force, again four choices (Prisons Department, Police
force, Fire Services, C E services) were provided. An additional question
was also asked (Question 37): What would the cadet's response be if his application,
to join a disciplinary service is rejected? This wasused as a measurement
of failing choice of occupation.
it»3 Index Construction:-
(1) Authoritarian Personality Scale (Form 40- A5)
One of the main themes of this research is to find out the differences
m authoritarianism among cadets. In simule terms, an authoritarian personality
includes such personality traits as 'conventionalism', 'authoritarian aggression'
authoritarian submission', 'anti-democractic', 'superstition and stereotype',
power and toughness', 'sex', 'anti-intraception', etc. In practice, the
f1 scale was used. This derived from an established test developed by Adorno
and others. This test has already been tried out in Hong Kong students.
(eade, D.R. and others, 1967, 3-7; Lee,P.L. 197A, unpublished paper).
the concept 'authoritarian personality' and the various items included under
ft ard investigated in this test have already been discussed in Chapter II
above.
For each of the thirty items, the subjects were requested to react
to a. Likert type scale based upon the response to each item in terms of
several degrees of agreement or disagreement as follows: (1) strong disagreement
(C) fair disagreement (3) disagreement (A) uncertainty (5) agreement (6)
fair agreement (7) strong agreement. Each item was set up in such a way
that the most favourable response earned a 'value of +7 while the least
favourable response earned a value of +1, for scoring the responses are
converted to values of one through seven, with '1' refering to 'strongly
disagree' and '7' to strongly agree'. The range of the F score is between
30-210. For comparsion among groups the mean F score is computed. This is
obtained by dividing the sum score by the number of items answered by each
respondent, thus an interval level of measurement is formed. The higher
fhe mean F score the higher the authoritarian personality. The reliability
coefficient (measured by L.J. Cronbach Alpha Coefficent) is 0.7. This
is very similar to Lee, P.L. 's findings 0.80. Thus indicating that the
Chinese version of these thirty items is very reliable.
(2) Intolerance of Ambiguity Scape
Tolerance of ambiguity can be used to determine the capacity
for broadening one's perspective. Intolerance of ambiguity is considered to
be a related variable in the authoritarian person lity syndrome. Authoritarian
and intolerant persons tend to perceive dimensionalized stimuli as absolutely
dichotomized, to seek unambiguous solutions for complex problems, to demonstrate
rigid, categorical thinking and so on These tendencies would affect
one's capacity to broaden his perspective.
In this study, the coefficient of 'Intolerance of ambiguity
Scale' is used to measure the (lack) of breadth of perspective. This scale
is derived from Martin and Westie's research on race attitudes (1953). There
are altogether eight items. Each respondent was requested to mark one item
on a continumm rating system with seven catergorieso Here '7' representing
strong agreement and '1' indicated strong disagreement.
Thus the higher the 'intolerance of ambiguity' score, the
narrower the breadth of perspective. The maxium score on this scale would
be 56 and the lowest score would be 8. The total sample mean score is
tabulated with the total sum score divided by the 8 items. The alpha
coefficient of the' intolerance of ambiguity scale' is O.65, indicating
quite a high level of reliability.
(3) Civil-mindedness or civil-orientation
The term 'civil-service orientated cadets in the broad
sense refers to cadets who see their jobs as a mission, a sense of calling,
a long term commitment, and who emphasize the ideal of 'service' to clients
and the public as their primary goal and as part of their ideology. On the
other hand, less-civil service orientated cadets are less likely to think
of their jobs as a mission, they have an absence of the sense of calling,
and a short term commitment, to their work. Work is seen as a means to
an end (that is, very instrumental) rather than an end in itself; thus the
moving in and out of a job is common. In practice, to test for the civil
service orientation-mindedness of a cadet toward a career devoted to civil
service work a five point scale was devised. Each answer was set up in such
a way that the most favourable response earned a value of +5 and the least
favourable response a +1. There are altogether three questions (Question
17-19); the combination of scores among these questions would form an
index which was named the civil-orientation index. In this study, the
civil orientation index had 3 dimensions: responsibility, loyalty, and
helpfulness. The range of score is 3 to 15, it is later recoded into 3
levels: high, middle, low.
(Questionl8) Responsibility)
To whom is a civil servant's behaviour responsible
5 --- To all Hong Kong citizens
4 --- To the Hong Kong Government
3 --- To his own department/authority concerned
2 --- To his direct supervisor/ officer
1 --- To himself
(Question19) Loyalty
5 --- I'll try my best to change the policy even
violating the law;
4 --- I'll try to change the policy under the condition
of not damaging the law
3 --- I'11 try to appeal to the head for change
2 --- I'll keep the policy, but try to encourage citizens
to appeal for change
1 --- just follow the policy and do nothing
(Question17)----Helpfulness
5 --- I'll try my best to help him and in case I don't
know the answer, I'll asked the concerned authorities
to heln until the nroblem is solved
4 --- In spited of all the trouble he brings, I'll help
anyway
3 --- I just answer every question he asks
2 --- I think I' 11 only give him the answer I knov;
and think would be enough to solve his problem
1 --- Remain silent, let him solve his own problem















Since this school is a boarding school, a cadet spends
almost six days in a week in school Therefore, self-discipline cannot be
measured by attendance, but only in terms of his devotion to the school
regulations and discipline. Six items were constructed under the concept
of rule abiding which is very important if one works in the disciplined
services. Respondents were requested to make a rating on a five point Likert.
type scale, with 5 representing the highly disciplined and '1' the least
disciplined. Thus the highest score for these six items would be thirty-six,
and the lowest score would be six. The scoring was reversed for negatively
worded items. In this scale, Question 31 and Question 32 were negatively
worded; thus who showed strong disagreement would get 5 points,, The form of
this scale was as follows: strong disagreement, disagreement, uncertain,
agreement and strong agreement. 'he alpha coefficient for this scale is 0.59
indicating a moderate level of reliability. Following each item, reasons
were given as to why the respondents show such attitudes. The score for
each item would be 1,2,3,4,5, unless otherwise specified. The mean score
is computed to form an interval variable.
(N) To punish a person who is late is unnescessary.
(N) Having a fixed schedule for my routine work is
boring (sleeping,,eating, bathing, reading,etc.)
(P) Being a cadet, getting back to the cadet school
in time every weekend is necessary, if not, he
should be punished
(P) letting the hair cut each week in a disciplinary
service is necessary
(P) It is necessary to have strict supervision in the
Police Cadet School




(5) Socio-economic statusof the Respondents
The socio-economic status of respondent is usually measured
by three main variables: father's education( Quesion 53), father's occupation
(Question 56) and father's monthly income (Question 57)• These three variables
are usually claimed by sociologists as good indicators of the social economic
status of an individuals Although, in this sample the association between
these three variables are statistically significant in fact, only two
variables are chosen, that is, father's income and father's education. The
gamma coefficient between these two variables is 020156 but the relation
is found to be very significant in the population, (ee table below)
TablelV.b: Percentage table showing cross-tabulation



















(Corrected chi-square= 20.2'-l-8, df=1, p=0.03)
Missing cases= -8
After the writer had revised some of the frequency distributions
of the variable, it was decided to divide the socio-economic status index
into two levels. Those cadets whose father's income earned under $2000
per month would be regarded as having a low socio-economic status (SES)
while those earn over $2,000- are regarded as upper SES„ Those whose answer
was under $2,000 would earn a value of '1', and those over $2,000 would
have a score of '2'.









As mentioned earlier, the parent's education level mainly centered
around 'some primary', 'primary' and 'some secondary' categories. Therefore,
for computation, those who answer 'none', some primary' would earn a score
of '1' and the remaining categories would earn a score of '2'.









Thus the highest score for the summation of these 2 questions would be
aad the lowest score would be one.
(6) Peer group influence Scale
The peer group influence scale is contracted from question 38
to question h0„ Since this is a boarding school, one is more likely to
devote more time with one's cadet friends than others. Therefore if
(a) one does spend more time with one's cadet friends even at weekends
and holidays question 38 (b) if one has economic problems and asks for
help from one's peer group and (c) if one has emotional problem and asks for
help from one's peer rather than others question 39 8c kO respectively
then the cadet is said to be more influenced by his peer group friends.
A score of k would be given to those who pick the answer 'cadet friend'
tor each question. While non-cadet friends would earn a score of 3»
The relative categories (either Parents, Grandparents, brothers 8c sisters,
Relatives) would earn a score of 2 while'others' categories a score of
1• In short, those who have high peer group influence score are refering
to students who are more likely to be influenced by his cadet friends.
Table IV.e:Table showing the frequency distributionTable IV e: Table showing the frequency distribution















4.4 Data process ins
After the collection of all the questionnaires (A, B C)
in-' February and April, coding and punching of these data were started. The
SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) is the primary instrument
in data analysis. Before assigning any job to the computer, clearing
of errors (punching or coding) is requiredo Then a code book with related
frequencies for each variable is compiled (ee Appendix A). Some items,
such as the Authoritarian personality items or social economic status
items are combined or recoded to form new interval scales or indices. ihis
can help the writer to test his hypotheses more easily. At the end, the
correlation( or association) of each hypothesis is measured and tested in
terms of the level of measurement of each variable used.
Footnot es
1.The school is organized in the same way as a boarding school. Under
the direction of the Commandant and his staff to run the training
programme... to provide discipline welfare and comradeship and to
to encourage a healthy competition spirit, the school is divided into
houses, each uder the charge of a olice housemaster. Sleeping
accomodation is arranged on a dormitory basis within the house system.
2. Stouffer, S.A. (19.55) Communism, Conformity and Civil Liberties, N.Y.
Doubleday. He found out that the greater tolerance among the young
than among the old, which has been found in a number of studies may
be due in the part to generational differences.
Riesman, D.Orbits of Tolerance, Interviewers and Elites. Public
Opinion Quarterly( 1955), Vol. 20 pp.49-73 He points out the life
conditions of the young make for a wider cosmopolitanism than their
parents possessed; to be young today means to have a larger orbit
than the previous generation.(p.72)
Herbert C. Kelraan Janet Barclay, The F Scale as a measure of Breadtl
of perspective. Journal of Abnormal and social psychology (19631),
Vol.67, no.6 p.609.
3. P.L. Lee( unpublished article) on the Chung Chi College's student's
authoritarian personality and ethnocentrism, 1974.
Yau-fai Ho and Ling Yu Lee, Authoritarianism and attitude toward
filial piety in Chinese culture, The Journal of Social Psychology,
4.for the definition of various dimensions of Authoritarian Personality do
refer back to Chaper II footnote 5» According to Adorno, the numerous
items which formed the various dimensions of the authoritarian personality
are listed as follows:-(see question 7 item number 1 to 30)
Conventionalism:item numbers 1, 7, 22, 25
Authoritarian submission: item numbers 1, 3, 5, 12, 14, 26, 28
Authoritarian aggression: item numbers 7, 8, 11, 15? 17? 21, 22, Zk
anti-intraception: item numbers 6, 19? 22, 25
Superstition: item numbers 3, 5, 9, 16, 18, 20
Destructiveness: item numbers V, 27
Projectivity: item numbers 10, 19? 20, 29? 23
Sex: item numbers 15, 29, 24
Power Toughness: item numbers 2, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 23
Since some of the items are overlapped they are thus grouped together
to form the authoritarian personality scale (F Scale). gpe various
dimensions which representing the Authoritarian Personality syndrome
are all taken into consideration when the total mean score is
presented• However, if one wants to understand the various syndrome
of authoritarianism more clearly the sub mean-score seems to be more
rewarding.
5. Lee J. Cronbach,Coefficent Alpha and the Internal Structure of Tests.
Psychometrilea (1950) Vol.16,No.5 (Sept) pp.297-334
6. See Robinson,Johm.P and Shaver, Phillip R.(ed.) Measurement of social
psychological attitudes (revised edition) Michigan: Survey Research
Center Institute for socoal Research,1973.p.323
Westie, F.R. Atechnique for the measurement of race attitudes.
American Sociological Review (1953) Vol.18 pp.73-78.
Chapter V
DATA ANALYSIS
In this Chapter, the writer will first deal with the hypotheses testing
and the reasons for rejection or acceptance of a certain hypothesis will also
be discussed. Then the limitations of this research will be discussed and
future suggestions recornmanded.
The hypotheses will be tested according to chronological order, but
for convenience of interpretation, a correlation matrix tabic is firstly con-
structed for all variables which belong to interval level of measurement.
Fable V.a: a correlation matrix showing the relationship
between various social variables
Length of Authoritarian Intolerance level of age self-













0.042 -0.07 -0.0349 -0.096 -0.0319
(S=0.16) (S=0.04) (S=0.201) (S=0.01) (S=0.22)
0.5092 -0.26 -0.07 -0.050








On examining the data presented in Table V.a, the writer finds
that the Pearson Product Moment correlation (r) between length of
training and the authoritarian score (F score) is O.Ob-2. Though the
association is positively correlated as predicted in hypothesis one, the
relation is very weak and, indeed, statistically insignificant» Only 0„16
% of the variance in authoritarian score (authoritarian personality)
can be explained by length of training. Thus, the hypothesis about the
longer the length of training, the more authoritarian a person would
become cannot be accepted. Therefore, length of training inside the
boarding school cannot be regarded as one of the effects of the school
on authoritarian personality formation; the reasons why cadets do obtain
such a high F score may possibly be from other trends, for example, the
traditional family rearing practices or the self-selection process. In
other words, one of the reasons might that those who are more authoritarian
bave selected themselves to study inside the Cadet School, that is
the 'self-selection' argument seems to be supported in this research.
Therefore, if one has to answer the question'Does the training of school
itself helps to develop authoritarian world view or is it believe that
authoritarian personality are selected for disciplinary work in the first
Place, It seems that this empirical finding seems to support the latter.
Since the school runs rather like a military base, strict
°bservance of the regulations and the ideal to'be disciplined' are expected
to be high among cadets. Therefore, sub-hypothesis a and b are tested.
However, in Table V.ci, the result seems to be reversed. That is, the longei
the length of training(X) the less disciplined(Y) he would become and the
higher the F score(Z), the less disciplined. Though the strength of
Association is very weak and statistically insignificant, the direction of
the strength of association is worthnoting, Nov
if the disciplined scale is included here as an intervening variable explaining
v;hy the length of training affects one's authoritarian score, the writer
would expect a negative answer because as described above the relation between
length of training and self-discipline, or self-discipline and authoritarian
score are negliable and insignificant. Therefore after partial!ing out the
effect of discipline scale on length of training and authoritarianism, the first
order relation of length of training and authoritarian score remains more
or less the same0 In other words, self-discipline has 110 effect on the










One possible reason why self- discipline is negatively related to
length of training and authoritarian score is because the cadets are still
in their fairly early teens, full of energy and rebellious, they might appear
Very disciplined in the school but might not the same when they are outside,,
However, the writer would expect they will change especially when they
become more mature and start working in their chosen fieldo
In addition to hypothesis one, many studies have proved, as mentioned,
bbe lack of breadth of perspective can be one of the alternatives explaining
fbe authoritarian syndrome. Those who are less authoritarian are more likely
f° tolerate ambiguous situations (Stewart and Hoult 1933? Westie Martin 1972).-.
bn this study, the Pearson Product moment correlation (r =0.509) is found
bo support this argument (hypothesis two)„ (compare with Westie Martin
r= +Oo72) The correlation is moderately strong and statistically significant i
about 26% of the variance F score (authoritarian Score) can be explained
by the lack of breadth of perspective scale.. In other words, if the' Intolerance
of ambiguity scale' is used to measure the capacity of an individual to
shift contexts, then the higher theintolerance of ambiguity, the more authoritarian
one becomes.
However, some background variables like education level, socio¬
economic status and age, etc,, are believed to affect one's opportunity to
broaden one's perspective and experience.. In other words, even if one has the
capacity to shift his contexts to accept ambiguity if the environment does not
provide one such an opportunity, one still becomes authoritarian. Therefore,
sub-hypotheses c to h are tested to see how far is it related to one's
authoritarian personality. In Table V.b, all background variables are
dichotomized into two groups, and the mean scores between groups are compared.
the whole, those who have high intolerance of ambiguity score are also
found to have high authoritarian scopes (for comparison see Table V.b and
Table V.c below).
In sub-hypothesis c, the intolerance of ambiguity mean score is
. has
1°und to be higher among cadets who has a shorter period of schooling than among
cadets who have a longer period of schooling( 3°32 v.s 325); it is found
to He statistically insignificant. The former is also expected to have a
Higher authoritarian score than the latter. However, the differences between
fHe two group mean authoritarian scores are so little that no difference is
found or it is insignificant, (4.89-4.88 =0.01). The Eta correlation between
Table V.b: F score as a function of various background
factors
Category
nop of Mean standard standard Mean




F.6-F.1 29 -89 0.55 0oi0
f.2-F05 5h9 ;u88 Oo58 0O02
gsjpned
class
Academic 922 183 0o55 0o03
General 230 h.9l 0o62 O.Oh
School
English h33 1.87 Oo57 0o028
Chinese 61 1.90 0„56 0.071
Residence
hrban 396 1088 0.59 0.03
Rural 176 1„88 0o57 0.0l
Se
Younger
15-96) 19I -'+.9? 0.53 0„038
Elder




Eow 189 9.87 0.60 0o0l
high 3I1 5.90 0.58 0.03
0.01 1.11 0.76





Table V.c Intolerance of ambiguity score as a function
of various social background factors
Category
no°of Mean Standard Standard Mean





Po6- F01 29 3o5? 0.73 0.13
E.2- F05 539 3-23 0o67 0o02
Assigned
glass
academic 322 3o22 0o68 O.O38
general 230 3«33 0.69 0.035
EgFool
English 333 3.26 O.67 0.03
Chinese 63 3-36 0.70 0.09
Residence
Cuban 396 3o28 0.68 0.03
Eural 176 3.23 0.69 0.05
Eounger
15-16) 103 x„h2 o„68 o„os
Elder




L°w 189 3.29 0.69 0.03







TableV.d: the assocition of F score and Intolerance of















F score 0.005 0o087 0.007 0.V5 0.075 0.020
Intolerance
of
ambiguity 0.081 0.081 0„0V? 0.029 Co059 0o052
education level( measured at the time of entry to the Cadet School) and F
score is 0.005° In other words, knowing a cadet's education level before
entry cannot help anyone to predict any of his F score. One possible reason
explaining why education is not significant here in predicting the F. score
is that the education levels which the respondents fill in on the questionnaires
are the levels of education they attained before entry to the Cadet School;
thus at the time when they are asked to fill in the questionnaires, some of
them might have already attained one or more years of education. Therefore,
in order to complement this shortcoming, the respondents were asked to fill
in which class they were assigned to, namely the Hong Kong SC}1001 Certificate
class( academic stream) or the non- Hong Kong School Certificate class (general
stream)0
Sub-hypothesis d is formulated to test this relation0 In TableV0b
nnd c, the mean score of the lack of breadth of perspective scale, is found
1° be higher among the 1 General stream' cadets than the 'Academic stream' cadets.
The difference between the two mean scores is found to be significant at 0„G
levelo At the same time, the 'Academic stream1 cadets are also found to be
less authoritarian( in terms of the F score) than the 'General stream' cadets.
although it is insignificant. The association between 'assigned class'
academic or general, and the F core (authoritarian personality) is 0.08. That
is about 0.6k% of the variance in Ftore can be accounted for by the assigned
class to which one belongs0
So far on sub-hypothesis e is concerned, the Chinese school cadets
are also found to have higher intolerance of ambiguity mean score and F
mean score than their counterparts. Unfortunately, the difference between
the mean score is so small and negligable that no significance can be claimed.
The Eta correlation between type of school v.s0 authoritarian personality
and type of school v.s. intolerance of ambiguity are O.OO76 and 0.076
respectively. Here the type of school that one comes from can account for
only 0c22% of varia nee in intolerance of ambiguity score and almost none
in the authoritarian score. The reasons for such a weak and. insignificant
association might be due to the fact that schools nowadays do not differ
much in terms of the curriculum taught or time spent in teaching English
or Chinese subjects™ Besides, with the expansion of television culture,
the likings and leisure activities among teenagers are more or less the same,
so we cannot say that school socialization alone has too much effect in
broadening one's perspectives«
Again sub-hypothesis f cannot be rejected because the difference
between the two groups of means is almost equal. Thus we cannot say that
those who come from rural(x) areas are more intolerant of ambiguity (Y)
and authoritarian (Z) than those who come from urban areas, as found in Lee,P.L.
' s study 197b. One simple reason for such a weak and negiligable assocciation
(n= 0o029, n= 0o k3) is that within Hong Kong the boundary between
rural and.urban is in fact not so distinct as that found in some western
countries (Kelman Barclay 1973,p.609). Hong Kong has a population over 3
million but only has bOO square miles of land. Starting in the early 1960s
planned layouts have imposed for further urban development, large scale
reclamation has been carried out, new towns have been developed in New
J-erritories 0 With the rapid development of the communication network,
large scale urban-rural migration has taken place. People might have worked
or stayed in the metropolitan areas in the daytime andsleep in the sub-urban
areas at nighttime. Therefore, the boundary between rural and urban areas
is not so clear. The individual is provided with plenty of opportunities
to broaden his experience if his capacity to shift context does exist. As
a result, sub-hypothesis f saying those who come from rural have higher
' intolerance of ambiguity score and F score cannot be accepted.
For sub-hy.pothesis h, the mean score difference did tell us that
Younger cadets tend to have higher F score than the older cadet cadets and
it, is found to be significant at o.o3 level.
Finally, the socio-economic status of the respondents, in respect
to .Authoritarian score and 'intolerance of ambiguity score, is also tested.
But again it is insignificant and the correlation is negligiable0 Hence
Gub-hypothesis g, we can only say that those who come from lower-socio
economic status do not differ much in terms of F and 'Intolerance of Ambiguity
score' from the higher socio-economic status c.adets0 One possible explanation
for its insignificance is that about 73% of the respondents belong to
the lower working class group if it is classified in terms of the father's
education(72% belong to primary education level) and father's income (71%
under 3000 dollars per month), thus the within group difference is so small
that making comparison between group means is meaningless0
In fact, the same argument can be held for type of school (English
schools account for 73 %)i education level( Form two to three student account
for 76o3 co) and place of residence (urban accounts for 70%)• Since the
student populations background variables are very similar, ve cannot draw
any conclusions, at least in this sample, that various background social
variables have any important impact in broadening one's perspective or
deducing one's authoritarian personality as such.
Maybe one very possible explanation why cadets hold such a high
total mean score( 88) is because the rearing methods are different
among social classes. Therefore, a future study on the relationship between
traditional family rearing method and authoritarian personality may prove
valuable in testing Huffman and Levinson's finding authoritarian parents
tend to rear authoritarian child because the authoritarian parents them¬
selves are very high in prejudice and authoritarianis,• (Huffman Levinson
1950, p.307).5
In Hypothesis three it is found that the strength and direction
of association between civil-service orientation and job perception is 0o19
In other words, knowing the order or ranking of one's civil orientatedness
one can elimilate 18.9 percent errors in predicting the ranking or ordering
of one's job perception® The fairly moderate association also reach its
significance level at 0o02. Therefore, using this sample association to
infere to the whole cadet population, the writer can have 98% confidence
saying that this ssociation is also true within the total population.
TableV0e: showing the relation between civil-service

















Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N =89) (183) (163) (1V3)
X= 11.31053, df= k, p=0.02
G= O0I89
In other words, those who are more civil- oriented are more likely to perceive
the ideal part of job meaningful. Therefore, hypothesis three can be supported.
Although the relation might true for the total population but the writer
would expect that there will be a little differences when length of training
is introduced. Usually one's perception of job would be more ideal
before entry into that field, however this idea will subject to change within
the extention of time and this need further investigation0
As far as hypothesis k is concerned, tvo related questions were
asked. For the first one all cadets who had the idea of .joining the preferred
disciplinary services long before they entered the Cadet School were asked
to fill in question 26( Questionnaire A)c Then, the disciplinary services
which they preferred are classfied into two categories: the police-oriented
and the non-police oriented groups. In Table V f;, it is very interesting
to note that those who are police oriented seems to have a little bit lower
F score and'.intolerance c(-ambiguity score than the non-police oriented cadets,
though the association is found to be statistically insignificant at 0.05
levelo Nevertheless, since it is only a temporary choice which cadets
make before entry; it is thus subject to change with the change of time
and experience0
TableV. f: Police careers vQs. non police career
oriented students
Noo of Mean Standard Standard F significant




Others A5 'U91 0.55 O.Oo





Others 5 3-33 0.70 0o10
Police 316 3o32 O066 0o03
1o15 0o50
Therefore, in order to clarify whether those who are police-orientated
have a higher F score than their counterparts, question 28 was addedo In
other words, only passing out cadets were compared. As a matter of fact,
at the time the passing out cadetsfilling out questionnaire A, many of them
already knew faily well which disciplined service they were likely to enroll
in. Therefore, a comparison between the non-police oriented and police oriented
cadets proves' more relevant hereQ Hence, hypothesis four is formulated
mainly for this purpose.
When the 6k passing-out cadets were asked to rate their interest
in a career devoted to police work on the authoritarian scale( F Score), fifty-
eight of them indicated a high level of interest s and six indicated no
interest whatever in police work. The data on authoritarian scale for these
2 groups are presented in Table V.g. From this we note that those who
are apparently most motivated for a future career in police work score higher
( more authoritarian) than those who would consider other disciplined work
as a career,.this'difference is not statistically significant.
















Others 6 ka66 0.51•• 0o21
Police 58 k,8k 0.62 Go 03
-Oo79 C.k6
er a nc e
°f am 151 gu itv
score
°thers 6 3.33 0.82 0o33
Police 58 3.25 0.72 0.09 0o22 0.83
When the data from the present study are compared with
similar studies of A.B. Smith et al.'s (in 1967, 198 ,1970), this
Research seems to support their argument, here those who studied in the
Academic stream are significantly less 'authoritarian' than their general
stream fellov; classmates, and the police oriented cadets are not significantly
ttore authoritarian than the non-police oriented cadets® Therefore, we
cQ.nnot conclude that those cadets who are motivated to join the disciplinary
service after graduation are more authoritarian as common sense would
have xpectcd. This negative finding in fact is one of the important
bindings of this research.
In addition, the writer also like to investigate how is
authoritarianism influenced by one's peer group cadets. The basic
Assumption is that the longer one devoted to one's peer group the more
likely one's attitude and behaviour is to be influenced by his peers.
Ihus if one's peer group is authoritarian the more likely one is to be
Authoritarian too. As mentioned by C.W. Girdin (1957), Alex Inkeles (1971),
And T.M. Starr(1970• Thus hypothesis 5 is tested. The product moment
c°rrelation r between length of training and peer group influence is 0.--+
And the relation between Peer group influence and authoritarianism is
=0.0185. These relations are found to be weak and insignificant. After
Pnrtialling out the effect of peer group influence, the relation between
length of training and authoritarianism remain more or less the same 0.031A„
iaerefore, if peer group influence is used as an intervening variable to
exPlain the association between length of training and authoritarianism,
ll is found that peer group influence can help little or even none in
e:Plaining the variance between length of training and authoritarianism.
Again, the writer also wants to know whether the father son
occupation are related to one another. As found in A.F, Arcuri (1976)
and Re Balch (1972) !s research as mentioned in chapter II, they called
it the 'inheritance connection', But some writers (like R.M. Pavalko 1971)
argue that in this industrialized, upwardly mobilized and universalistic
society such a kind of relationship(inheritance connection) is not easily
found today- Therefore, in order to find out whether the cadets occupational
Preference is influenced by their parents' occupation, the cadets (Junior
ord senior) are requested to fill in their preferred occupation before
entry( Fire service, Prisons department, Police Force and C E services)
and their preferred occupation after graduat.ion( for passing out cadets
only). Then a cross tabulation is made between their parents' occupation,
ho was once and is still a disciplined servant, and the cadets occupational
Pneference.
As a result, it: is found in question 58 (see appendix A) there
are 71 cadets' parents who have joined the disciplined service» It is
interesting to find in Table VI.h i, 30 cadets prefer police work as
a future career like their parents, and 1 prefer Fire service as their
Parents., Therefore, it is arguable that parents occupation do have some
Effect on son's occupational preference.
Table VI.h Absolute frequency table showing
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Table VI. i Absolute frequency table show inrc
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1o Even if the length of training is broken down into nominal variables0 The
association(eta) is also found to negligible, and the F test as a comparison
among group means are also insignificant.
Table A: F score as a function of length of training
No. of Mean Standard Test Significant

























Tab:e B: Intolerance of Ambiguity score as a function
of length of training
No. of Mean standard Test significant n






















AS shown in the figures above, the authoritarian mean scores are more or less in
a descending order, the same is true for the Intolerance of ambiguity score
however the mean score difference is so small that it is found to be insignificant
in F score. The total mean score( 488) of the total sample seems a little
bit higher than Meade, R. 1967( A.62) andLee,P.L. (4061) in 1974 's findings
among college students. Perhaps this what makes difference between college students
and high school students( cadet school)0
Table c: F score as a function of length of tralning
(including: ex-cadets)
Oaterory No0of Mean standard Test significance n




























Table d: 'intolerance of arnbiguitv score® as a function—..- Jwi.
of length of training; (including
ex-cadets)
Category No.of Moan standard Test significance 11




























As shown in table c d above the difference is also found to be
insignificance in Authoritarian Score even when ex-cadets are added.














































































































































































Table J: Destructiveness as a function of
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Tableau a correlation matrix table showing the correlation
between the various dimensions of Authoritarian Personality
— 2 h£ 6 7 8 9 10
0.6524 0.6274 0.7421 0.5609 O.5898 0.2979 0.5276 0.5532 0.6970
(578) (573) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578)
PO.OO P=0.00 P=0.00 p=0.00 P=0.00 P—0«00 PO.OO P=0.00 P=0.00
0.4022 0.5934 0.5785 0.2649 0.0738 0.1982 0.2588 0.377
(578) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578)
P-0.00 P=0.00 P=0.00 P=0.00 p=0.03 P=0.00 P=0.00 P=0.00
0.3500 0.2120 0.4085 0.0889 0.1837 0.2223 0.4207
(578) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578)
P=0.00 P=0.00 PO.OO P=0.01 P=0.00 PO.OO P—0.00
0.3985 0.2505 0.0602 0.2079 0.5908 0.5301
(578) (578) (578) (578) (578) (578)
PO.OO P—0.00 P=0.07 P=0.00 P=0.00 P=0.00
0.2349 0.0732 0.3208 0.2205 0.3021
(578) (578) (578) (578) (578)
P-0.00 P~ 0.0 5 P~ 0• 0 0 P20.00 P=0.00
0.2817 0.3829 0.1854 0.3587
(578) (578) (578) (578)
P—0»00 P=0.00 P=0.00 P=0.00
0.2479' 0.0887 0.1175
(578) (578) (578)







.horitarian Personality Scale, 2-Conventionalism 3=Authoritarian Submission
?uthoritarian Agression 5=Anti-intraception 6=Supersitition
estructiveness 8=Projectivity 9=Sex 10=Power 8c toughness
Though it is found that the Authoritarian mean score as a whole (30 items'
has no relation with length of training, self discipline and peer group
influence. However A1fhe Authoritarian Personality Scale is broken down
into various dimensions it is found that the length of training do have
some effect on Authoritarian aggression, authoritarian submission, anti-
intraception and destructiveness dimensions.
Table 0: showing lenpjth of training with some authoritarian dimensions
Authoritarian authoritarian anti destructivenes;
A (tp res si ori submission in t racention
Eta CTf)
correlation 0.198 0.1286 0.139 O.lh-h-3
significance
level 0.01 O.Oh 0.02 0.01
In conclusion, we can say that those cadets do possess some authoritaric
syndromes like authoritarian submission, authoritarian aggression, anti-
intraception and destructiveness (see footnote 3 Chapter II for definition)
Cn the whole, it seems that Newcomer do have higher mean score among this
Tew dirnensions(see table F,G,H,J) than his counterparts. But with the
extension of training this kind of attitude are likely to decrease as
shown in table F,G,H,J. Thus it is quite encouraging to know that the
Training in this school tends to be more humanitarian.
2. Though the school chosen by the writer for study may not be very
representative, a comparison between school curricula and time spent
in teaching other subjects might form one of the objective indicators,
(see table below).









































































Bible, Physical education, Music
Physical education, assembly
Music, Bible, Physical education
Bible
3o Lee, P.L.'s research subjects were college students while in this research,
the respondents were primarily secondary school students.
6 o The original coefficient between civil-orientation and job perception is
G= O.189I2 significance at 0.02 level. After controlling for length
of tra-ininer. the Gamma coefficient for each sub—categories are as follows:-
(control Junior cadet A)
(control Junior cadet B)
(control Senior cadet A)







Chan, Ying-keung (1978)' Life satisfaction in crowded Urban envirnoment',
and' The rise and growth of Kwun Tong: A study of planned urban
development', (1973) Occasional, papers of the Social Research center,
The Chinese University of Hong Kongo
5o See Chaper II, footnote |Q,
7o Smith, Alexander B., Locke, Bernard and Walker, William F?' A'uthoritarianisr
in College and Non College orient police.' The Journal of Criminal
Law, Criminology Police Science, Vol. 98, Nol 1, pp®128-1321 1967-
They find that college oriented policemen are significantly less authoritariai
than there non-college oriented fellow officers.
Also, in
' Authoritarianism in Police College students Non-police College students,'
in the Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science, 1968
Vol. 591 PP0ALO-AA3. Authoritarianism is measured by Rockeach Piven
Scaleso The freshmen police officer college students tend to be less
authoritarian than the freshman students who are not police officers.
Further, no difference in terms of authoritarian score, is found between
those who motivated for a future career in police work and those who are
not interested.
Smith, Locke Fester, Abe, 1 Authoritarianism in Policemen who are College
Graduates Non-college Police, 1 The Journal of Criminal Lav;, Criminology
And Police Science, 1970, Vol.61, No.2, pp.515-315- This shows that
the completion of a baccalaureate program results in a notable diminution
of authoritarian attitudes in a police population as contrasted with a
match group of non-college educated police.
8a Here job perception, the low category representing very pratical




To do a summary of this research, firstly, no significant
difference is found between length of training(in the cadet school), self-
discipline, peer group influence and the formation of high authoritarian
scores as a whole(30 items), since the pearson rTs)are approaching zero0
Secondly, high authoritarian score (F Score) is found to be positively
elated to one's intolerance of ambiguity score, which is significant at
0„00 level, but not with one's various social background factors. Thirdly,
the more civil-oriented cadets are found to be more likely to perceive the
ideal part of their job more meaningful, and this finding is statistically
significant at 0„03 level. Finally, those who are motivated to choose
police work as a future career are no more authoritarian than their
counterparts. In other words, when only the passing-out cadets are
compared, no significant result is found. One possible explanation why
cadets have high authoritarian score (30 items) may due to their narrow
breadth of perspective which is a result of lower.education or too'.
young.
Discussion
Therefore, in this research if one has to answer the question
which is the more important determinant of one's authoritarian world view:
the early socialization (personality variable) or the training in the cadet
School. This finding seems to support the former, however, if one has
to draw a conclusion from this empirical research, then the police-oriented
cadets are said to be no more authoritarian if a comparison is made
among those who choose a police work as a future career with those who
choose other disciplined services as a future career. Nevertheless, if
a match group from ordinary secondary school is made possible, the empirical
or theoretical contribution of this research might prove more rewarding.
In fact, the writer always believes that these cadets are ordinary
people not greatly unlike other teenagers. The writer does not assume,
like common people do, that cadets are very unusual teenagers, set apart
from the rest of their peers (peer group) by virtue of their authoritarian
mentality. If a match group is found, the writer would expect these
teenagers 'might' get more or less the same F score as these cadets do.
A 'common' belief that cadets are more authoritarian is 'only a term
used for labelling out by others. In fact, cadets like policemen, might
have escaped the authoritarian label if they were not so visible. As
R.W Balch said, from a sociological point of view the important
question is not,' why are policeman authoritarian?' but why are they
singled out for special attention. (p.125, 1977)
In fact, within aniarge social organization, you are here to accept
if not welcome. Everyone has to follow the rules, regulations, (or what we
call the social norms) and to be disciplined. An individual forms only a
very small part of a large social structure, nobody would care who you are
and what your personality is like or whether you are suited for the job.
Once you are in the service, you have to shape yourself to fit the requirement
of being a disciplined servant like policeman, fireman, Customs and Excise
officer or Prisons officer or whatever. Since many of my subjects are still
students (cadets), they might not have known which trait images do rate higher
within each related service. Therefore in order to suit the job, they are
likely to shape themselves according to the expected images when they begin
working in the field.
However, how cadets perceive the trait images of the A disciplined
services is worth studying. Similar studies have been done by William
Wetteroth (196+), George Mcanus (l970. Both of them have found that a
lengthy period of police experience would alter the early opinion of' an
individual about the personal qualities required for effective job performance
among
(see table A). In this cadet study, 19 qualities were listed which all
cadets were asked to check the 7 qualities which they think are the most
important. As a result, the 3 qualities which gain the highest percentage
in the A disciplinary services are: Alertness, Responsibility, Courage in
Police Force, Alertness, dob Knowledge, Responsibility in Customs and Excise
Services, Alertness, Responsibility Job Knowledge in Prisons Department,
Courage, Alertness, Well-trained and Good Physique in the Fire Services. It






( 5 months in field)
Test. 9
(after 10 years' experience)

















































































Source: George P. McManus, What Does A Policeman Do? in Cohn Vian's Police Community Relations Images,
Roles, Realities; p.159
seems that Alertness, Responsibility, Courage and Job Knowledge are the most
common qualities that cadets perceive for good job performance in each
disciplined service (see table B). Does a lengthy period of in-service
experience alter the early opinions of a cadet about the personal qualities
required for effective job performance? Perhaps this is worthwhile topic for a
future study, especially about the trait image of a disciplined servant.
As a matter of fact, the demand for disciplined servants (like
Police Force, Fire Cervices, Customs Excise Services, and Prisons
Department) has been ever increasing since 197, especially the Police Force.
Up to now, there are still approximately 2,000 vacancies in the Police Force
to be filled by neophytes. Again, the basic entry requirements for each
disciplined service are also rising. For instance, in the past the basic
educational entry requirement for a police constable in the Force is primary
six but now one must possess a Form three or equivalent level of education
or else one's choice would be limited to other disciplined services like
Fire Services, Prisons Department (see table C). However, the writer would
also
expect that the requirements of these disciplined services will be subjected
to change in the near future. In fact, the writer is quite satisfied with
the present entry requirement each disciplinary service because he
believes that one's education level is of equal importance to one's working
experience, especially for those who choose to work in the Police Force
(as a foot patrol).
n these days of social unrest, the role of a disciplined Public servant
has become crucial. For instance, day after day police are compelled to
make instant decisions which could easily cause irreparable harm and damage
Table B: Some trait images of each disciplined services
Police Police C&E C&E Prisons Prisons Fire Services Fire Services
(Yes) (No) (Yes) (No) (Yes) (No) (Yes) (No)
1 Alertness Initiative Alertness Sympathetic Alertness Initiative Courage Sympathetic
understanding understanding
2 Responsib- Sympathetic Job Intiative Respoi.si- Appearance Alertness Initiative
ility understanding knowledge bility
3 Courage Appearance Responsi- Appearance Job Politeness Well-trained Appearance
bility knowledge
+ Discipline Well- Well- Good 'Well-trained Royalty Good physique Well-trained
educated trained physique
5 Determin- Loyalty Intelligence Loyalty Discipline Well- Responsibility Politeness
atior. educated
6 Well- Good Determin- Well- Integrity Common sense Job knowledge Loyalty
trained physique ation educated







age: 18-25 yrs. Marital, status male- be single or married
female- be single
weight: 50 kg (110 lb) male
12 kg (92 lb)- female
height: 162 cm (5' 4')- male
152 cm (5')~femal(
eyesight: have good physique
normal vision withou'
optical aids
residence: be a British subject, o]
have at least 5 years




(a) completed primary 6 or equivalent; or
(b) completed F.5 or equivalent; or
(c) passed the Police Cadet School Certificate Exam.; or
(d) 3 subjects at Grade E or above in the Hong Kong School
nprf i f 1 r -P i nn• r r» onin vnl PTlf
w X iJUUWUUXWIAj V X V j w a.» J- v- i i, W
(e) 5 subjects, including English language, at Grade E or
above in the Hong Kong School Certificate of Educatioi
or equivalent
pay sealJpcale $1,870- $2,835 (hy 15 increments)
$2,065- $2,275()
duties to perform patrol searching duties on land and at sea in connection
with customs and anti-narcoties work;
to undertake excise duties, deck or engine room duties on customs launcl
and such other duties as may be required
remarks: Customer officers are required
(a) to be subjected to discipline under the Customs and Exci
Service Ordinance;
(b) to wear uniforms
(c) to work shifts; and













the Customs Excise Training School at Tai Lam Chung in N.T.
! 1ft_ wc fmnln n r -p omnl 1
IMiMWB..V..;..h'.'-. T.-....---——--
1J ri so its' ue p ar zmenc
l8ht: 50 kg (110 lb)- male
h2 kg (92 lb)- female
: 162 cm (5' V)- male
152 cm (51)- female
: (came)
measurement: 32 deflated with an expansion of at least 1'
Science: (same!
ional
vel : have either:-
(a) completed primary 6 and preferably secondary education; or
(b) completed F.5
(c) passed Police Cadet School Certificate Exam; or
(d) 3 subjects at Grade E or above in Hong Kong School Certificate of Education
or equivalent
(e) 3 subjects, including English language, at Grade E or above in the Hong
Kom? School Certificate of Eriueaf-inn nr pninvnl Ant
(f) fluent Cantonese and writen Chinese and English
1.870
1870-$2,835 (depends on qualification)
:o plementation of new rehabilitation programme
insist in caring for many of the Vietnamese refugees
Addiction treatment and many others
! CI c»rk TT PriRnn Of firprn arp rpnuirnd
(a) to be subjected to discipline under the Prisons Service Ordinance
(b) to wear uniform
(c) to work shifts; and
(d) to live and work anywhere in Hong Kong
0———










I tant Officer Clerk I
HSf
tant Officer Clerk II
l;' uniformed staff
rU.f••
uon-uniformed staff (end of 1980)
Police force (-police constable)
age:
male- 172 to 30 vrs.
female~ be 19 to 25 yrs.
Marital status
mfll P—n. c: n r» rrl r» r r mn rri o
female- be single
weight : 50 kg (110 lb)- male
k2 kg (92 lb)- femal
height: 163 crn (5' +u)- male
152 cm (51)- female (weight and height must be in proportion)
eyesight: (you must pass an eyesight test whether you wear glasses or not)
residence' (same)
edueational,
level have completed F,5 education; or
F.3 education with relevant working experience or special qualifications;
be able to read and write Chinese and speak Cantonese fluently
2065- $2,275 (depends on qualification)
public need vou as a
(a) law enforcement officer
(b) arbiter of all their disputes and problems
part lawyer (imply work needs profession)
(c) part social worker
(d) part counsellor, etc.
remarkf$: P«C0 are reauired to:~
(a) perform constabulary duties in Hong Kong
(b) wear uniform
(c) work shift duties
(d) work at any place in Hong Kong
k nimissioner of Police












,1S° (up to 1980)
in Wonrf Chuk Hang, Aberdeen. (The Police Training School)
age: 172- 30 yrs. (male) Fire Services
weight: 33 kg (120 lb)
height: 163 cm (3 5)
eyesight: (same) especially with colour perception.
chest measurement: 3'+ deflated with an expansion of at least 2
residence: (same)
level 10na: Qt least Primary 6 with certification
fluent Cantonese,
knowledge of other Chinese dialects would be an advantage
1,870- $2,835 (depends on educational level and qualification)
,, I r,— inu.n m 11 1» i m r- -1— 1 1 1- 1— n I w» WrWOTePn—........ -7- 77...-•—• 1.'..— rtt»
Hain duty is the protection of life and property in the case of fire or other calamity
The Fire Prevention Bureau is responsible for setting and enforcing fire precaution in
accordance with fire safety legislation and for advising government departments on fire
prevention and protective aspects of their work.
Remarks: Officers are required
(a) to be subjected to discipline under the Fire Service Ordinance (Cap. 95)
and other regulations applicable to the public service
(b) to wear uniform
(c) to work shifts and on call duties
(d) for station officers it is 2b hrs. on, 2b hrs. off; after working 2b hrs.













QTprox. 5,197 (end of 1980)
Avn.'~
C0 Recruits are trained at the Fire Service Training School at Pat Heung in the N.T.
Vary ln lenRth and content with the type of recruit, lasting from 8 to 26 weeks
L operational fire officers and _j08 _weeks for ambulancemen and workshop fireme:
to individuals and the community. Thus, not only is there a need
for disciplined servants to have a high
degree of intelligence, judgement, courage, impailiality, honesty and
responsibility but also the need for relatively higher education to deal with the
complicated social problems is great.
Now the introduction of the academic stream in the Hong Kong
Police Cadet School performs part of this functionthat isto up-grade the
education level of laose teenagers who are interested in the disciplined
services, especially Police Force. This policy needs encouraging. Although
each year a large number of cadets have devoted themselves to police work
after graduation 87%) that does not necessarily mean that they are interested
in this work, it might be simply a matter of personal limitation. The
important factor remains, however, that the vacancies provided by the Police
Force are many when compared with other disciplinary services like Fire
Services. Customs Excise Services.
( One of the final objectives of the writer was to do a follow-up
study in order to have a deeper understanding of the personality qualities
of the ex-cadets and their job performance outside the School. Unfortunately,
the follow-up study proved unsuccessful because the return rate was very
low (approximately 30%). Therefore, a future research in this field is needed.
However, those who are interested in some of the data analysis of the ex-
cadets can refer to the following notes and percentage tables in Appendix B.)
Footnotes'•
1. George P. McMaus,(1970), What does A Policeman Do. Reprinted in Cohn
Vinao's Police Community Relation Images, Roles, Qualities, pp.130-
161.
William Wetheroth, Variations in Trait linages of Occupational Experience,
Requoted in George P. McHanus's article, 1970.
2. A year of police experience including both early training and fiedL work,
failed to alter the early impressions of the police recruits under study
to any appreciable extent. But if tests 2 and 3 are compared, a striking
change took place in the popularity of' alertness 1, it is relegated to
fifth choice by the veterans and not even accorded acceptance at the
3-percent level.
MaManus contended that one possible explanation of relative durability
of the occupational steretype may be found in the notion that life-time
careers, such as doctors, lawyers, policemen, nurse, and the like,
frequently form the basis of children's games. As such, they become so
familiar to individuals at an early age that their occupational image
becomes stereotyped and may persist even under a forced reappraisal such
as the trait checklist and in spite of some actual job experiences. (p.139)
3. The basic requirement of a fireman is to have a physically strong body,
he must not be only physically well grown, but physically fit as well.
Few teenagers can meet this demand since they are not mature yet (in their
early 18's).-'-0 a member of the Customs Excise Services you to
read and.write fluent English, again the education level of the cadet can
hardly reach a Form A level, besides, they have to pass a lot of written
examinations before they are employed. Finally very few would like to
work in the Prisons Department for although it has a very short working
hours; this is because the job is very dull. As for pay, the jobs mentioned
above have more or less the same starting point, except the Police Force,
The Police Force not only pays well but is also seen as being challenging.
NOTES
(Quest ionnaire B C)
As mentioned in Chapter III above, Questionnaires B C were
mailed to eighty former cadets and their superior officers on 1st of
April, 1981. After three weeks' time, 29 questionaires were returned.
This accounts for only 30% of the total mailed questionnaires,, Thus
it is rather difficult to make any generalization from this se data.
All the researcher can do is to make a description of what is revealed
in the data (Questionnaire B and Questionnaire C). Since no generalization
is possible, the descriptive statistics mentioned below do not necessarily
represent th whole population's view( i0e. all former cadets); in fact,
it is only the opinion of the 26 former cadets.
Of the 26 subjects, who filled questionnaire C, twenty-
five of tnem served in the Police Force and only one in the Fire Services.
Thus the sample itself represents only the views of the police constables
(See Appendix C, Question 12). One can find that over half of the
sample have worked in the field for five to six years. No ex-cadet
has changed to another disciplinary service since graduating from the
Police Cadet School. No doubt, during their length of service these
former cadets have come inco close contact with the Department or
services they have workedand the people they have met. They know exactly what
parts of what they m the (Cadet) school proved valuable to their
job performance and what did not. Their superior officers' ratings
( see Questionnaire B) can be used to cross-check their job performance
in the field. These opinions are very important for a researcher who
wants to conduct an evaluative research. The first part of this section
will deal with the superior officers'~ about the job performance of
the ex-cadets in their departments. Then we come back to the social back-
round of the ex-cadets.
A. 1 Assessment ofall round performance of ex-cadets
With the inadequate or broken data the writer derived from
Questionnaire B, only a few words can be said about the job performance
of these ex-cadets and how they perceive their jobs and the School.
When the ex-cadets are assessed by their superior officers in
terms of their all round performance, the average score is' good'. However,
if a comparison is made between the ex-cadets and direct entrants in their
all round performance as a police officer, the former cadets seem to get
a better reputation and more praise.
Table: How does his all round perormance as a police officer


















The reason for such high praise is because the ex-cadets, in
general, have a better sense of duty, loyalty, integrity, self-discipline,
reliability, self-confidence and social conduct (see% Assessment Table A).
On the other hand, if a comparison is made among ex-cadets themselves, not
many differences are found, (see table below)
Table: How does his job performance compared with that


















In addition,% table B in Questionnaire B shows ibrmer cadets
using English or Chinese in writing reports or statements are unevenly
distributed (see table below). On the one hand, some former cadets have
to write English or Chinese reports and statements daily or 2 or 3 times
per week, on the other hand, some ex-cadets reported that statements or
reports in either language are seldom or never written. Therefore, it is
very difficult to determine which language is more often used by ex-cadets
in their routine work unless we know what type of position they hold. However,
1 actively helping others 1 or' help others to solve their problems'
are the'twc important virtues which are rated very high by their superior
officers.
raoie t: y? assessment pacie EnoTrinn tne gracing oi ,-]oD~periormance of ex-cadets( a)
Good performance Poor rerformnnr.p
123456 78qo Total)
(N)
c n e c e n f n+• t r 44.4o 44. 40 3.70 7.40
6.74 6.12 1.03 4.17
loyalty
3.70 40.70 37.0 14.80 3.70
4.76 6.1-8 5.62 2.04 2.08
T,. 7 n UU. Un 11 .in r? Un
4.76 6.74 4.59 3.09 4.17
self-
rl i q r i nl i r,p
11.10 37.00 37.00 3.70 7.40 3.70
14.29 5.62 3.62 1.03 4.17 4.17
appearance▲Xi• 3.70 29.6 40.70 11.10 3.70 7.40
4.76 4.49 5.61 3.09 2.08 8.33
social 3.70 22.20 48.10 18.SO 7.4n
4.76 3.37 6.63 5.15 4.1-7
attitude tc 11.10 40.70 33.30 7.40 7.a0
14.29 6.18 4.59 2.06 4.77
determination
33.30 29.60 22.20 7.40 7.40
3.06 4.0c 6.19 4.77 8.33
reliability
3.70 37.CO 37.CO 11.10 7.0 3.70
4.76 5.62 5.62 3.09 4.17 4.1':
iudsemen'
25.90 22.20 33.30 74.80 3P7C
3.93 3.06 9.2c 8.33 4.77
i ni f S n i it c
3.70 29.bO 29.60 22.20 17.10 3.7C
4.76 4.49 4.08 6.19 6.25 4.11
self-
r»nn fi
so.no 4o.70 14.80 7.4o
5,62 5.61 2.04 4.72
7.40 22.20 25.90 29.60 71.10 3.70
952 337 3.57 8.25 6.25 4.17
planning 22.20 SS.SO 22.PO 7.kO 11.lt
3.70




























% Assessment tabl [ormance 01 ex-ca
Good performance Poor performance
(N)
cL y H P
2.59 44740 14.80 74
2?)
j
5.93 6.12 2.04 8.33
7.40 33.30 29.60 18.50 11.'
m,
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5.52 5.06 4.o8 5.15 6.25
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100 100 100 100 100 100
137 178 196 97 48 24
Table B :Table showing how frequently these former cadets:
Daily 2 or 3 times
per week
2 or 3 time;
per fortnigh'
2 or 3 times
per month
Seldom Nevei Do answer Total
write reports
in Chinese 9 3 i 63 1 27
write reports
in English 7 2 1 2 6 9 27
write statements
in Chinese 5 6 9 5 5 1 1 27
write statements




English 10 3 1 1 10 2 27




11 5 1 9 6 27
take physical
exercise 10 6 9 1 3 2 1 27
plays sports 7 6 3 6 3 1 1 27
actively hell




problems 19 3 1 3 9 1 1 27
act as a leader
of others 9 3 2 9 9 27
perform
~2ea ts h 9 2 69 27
Some former cadets contend that the English and Chinese subjects
they learnt in the Cadet Schoolwere very inadequate, especially English
language and English conversation, and so it is rather difficult for them
to cope with the varieties of work where English are required. Meanwhile,
they also find promotion to inspector difficult because the basic require¬
ments include at least 5 subjects equivalent to Hong Kong School Certificate
Examination. Therefore they suggest the School ought to put more emphasis
on academic studies.
However, the physical studies, vocational studies and character
training attained in this School proved valuable to the ex-cadets,
especially in taking up their future careers as a disciplined servant.
Many of them ardvery satisfied with the 2-year training which has made
them feel more competent in doing any jobs, because they think they are
more mature well-prepared (trained), determined, self-confident, and
tactful. The boarding Cadet School trains them to value esprit de corps
and interpersonal relations. They say that this School has helped them
to develop their personality all round (academic, physical and vocational);
it is something you cannot get from ordinary secondary schools.
2 Background characteristics of ex-cadets
The background characteristics of ex-cadets are very similar to
their counterparts (junior cadets) especially in their father's education,
family size, and motivation in joining disciplined services.
% Table showing similarities of ex-cadets' and cadets'
fathers' education level













Table showing similarities of ex-cadets' and cadets'
family size













% Table showing the 2 most important motivations why
cadets and ex-cadets joining the disciplined services
Motivation ex-cadets cadets
Salary
working condition l'l.20 15.00








But when a comparison is made between the father's monthly
income and the respondent's education level, some differences are
found. In the following table, one can find that the income levels of
ex-cadets' fathers are higher while the income levels of the cadets'
fathers lie mainly in the middle. At the same time, if education level
Table showing the differences in fathers' monthly
income between cadets and ex-cadets
Income level ex-cadets cadets
(under $1,000) 17.6 15-7
Mi ri rU ri
($1,000-83,000) h7.1 72.7
Hi (?Y
(over $3,000) 33.3 1106
Total 100.0 100.0
(N) (17) (533)
is compared between cadets and ex-cadets, the ex-cadets, in general, are
also found to be more educated than the cadets. The writer thinks that
the ex-cadets probably after their graduation or working continue studies
as part-time students in evening schools or by private tutoring. This
would account for the education level of these 26 subjects being higher.
Tableshowing education level of cadets
and ex-cadets
Education level ex-cadets cadets
Primary 6- Form 3 61.5 81.2
Over Form 3 38.5 18.8
Total 100.0 100.0
(N) (26) (578)
From Questionnaire A (Question k) and Questionnaire C, (Question 6)
Besides, if cadets want to be promoted to higher ranks, such as
sergeant or inspector, their education level must be higher, at least
equivalent to Form 5 level. In the sample (N=26), 6 out of 26 have been
promoted to sergeant or inspector grade. But the length of time needed for
promotion is usually long, the shortest being one year and mostly 3 to 6
years, (see Question 12, Appendix C). Thus, in general, ex-cadets do not
gain promotion more quickly than direct entrants (see Question 13, Appendix
C). The main reasons are that ex-cadets have a lower educational standard
and appear also to show poor personal behaviour (kO%) and they believe that
promotion depends on job performance rather than study in the Cadet School
(33.33%)- However, if ex-cadets will further their studies after graduation
from the Cadet School and have good luck, they will have a better chance
for promotion. This is because they have the advantage of having at least
a 2-year training in the Cadet School and are thus more well-prepared and
mature.
% Table showing reasons why ex-cadets do not gain
promotion more quickly
Reasons N %
Ex-cadets are having a lower
education standard and poorer
personal behaviour
One's performance rather than
his study in the Cadet School
accounts for his promotion;
success comes from one's hard-
working
It all depends on one's qual-
ifications and good luck; equal
opportunity for all to get
promoted
What has been learnt in the
Cadet School is difficult from
the present job requirements













Despite the fact that only 6 out of the 26 ex-cadets have been
promoted, 70% answer they have not taken up a wrong career. Only 8.3%
answer' yes' (see Question 23, Appendix C). Those who reply' yes'
complain that the job pleases nobody and they had little knowledge about
the administrative work of the department before entering, besides, it
is too late to feel remorse after having spent 3 years in the Police Force.
Therefore some ex-cadets do think of changing to other job, if given a
chance; about 3 of them would like to enter commerce and trade (see Question
23 (ii), Appendix C).
On the whole, the ex-cadets feel quite confident of themselves, because
when they are asked whether they are qualified in or good at doing the
job the majority of them say 'yes1, only 2-6 of them say 'no' (see
Question 15, 16 appendix C)Q The reasons they give can be seen in those
tableso
How do others see their job is again worth knowingo In this
sample, the ex-cadets' parents', friends', public's, wife's, and children's
views about their job tend to lie in the middle, that is, no opinion
or just 'satisfied'.






































And so when they are asked, Would you advise your close friends
or relatives to join your own service, the answer for 1 yes' is 50 f
and the answer for 'no' or 'uncertain' also accounts for 50% (see
question Appendix C). Those who answer 'yes' usually advise their close
friends or relatives to join the Police Force or Customs and Excise.
This kind of advice comes quite closely to the disciplined services which
they think will give the fastest promotion, higher salary and status
(see table below)0
Besides your own services, which service in your opinion
ffives the fastest nromotion. higher salary and status
~~1 2 B 5 5 N
Salary Police C E EQ EQ EQ
(71 o k) (i[t-.2) (08) (08) (if. 8) 21
Promotion Police Prisons EQ EQ
(61.8) (2806) (if.8) (ifo8! 21
Status
prestige Prl 1 pp C. R Ft ro Pri.qnri.q
(3608) (26o3) (21O1) (15.8)( 0.0) 19
PQ= equal percentage
In conclusion, the data that the writer obtained from questionaire
B and C are too few to allow him to draw any conclusive statement or
make any evaluation about the training of the school and the job performance
of ex-cadets. Therefore, if a deeper understanding of the School f :l0
required, the writer suggests that in depth interview with ex-cadets
would be more preferable than sets of questionnaires. However, even
from the limited data one gets here, one can still get some general
information of what ex-cadets are likp.
The most important problem the ex-cadets face is that
they are not so well-educated when compared with the direct entrants.
This makes it hard for them to compete with direct entrants and even
if they are very hard working they still will get late promotion0 Nov;
the cadet school has changed its original policy, more time has been
devoted to academic training (about 70%) and those who like to study
can enter the academic stream, thus competition between cadets and
direct entrants will be more possible in the future.
Another point worth mention here is the superior officers
(employers) views about the ex-cadets' all round performance. The
ex-cadets' sense of duty, loyalty, integrity, self-discipline and
social conduct receive very high grading their superiors. Though
this kind of rating is not necessarily representative of all ex-cadets'
performances outside, it seems that the schools' emphasis on this kind
of training is well justified by it results.
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2) Place of birth
574 100.0
N%





























































1 Have you taken up any paid employment
(summer jobs are excluded) before













































































































(7) Authoritarian Personality Scale
































Intolerance of Ambiguity Scale




















Authoritarian personality scale (F scale)
30 itmes f%

















Intolerance of ambiguity scale 8 items
578 100.0
f%
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(9) Type of accomodation
Type A (low-cost housing)




Pre-war housing (rented whole flat)
Pre-war housing (tenant)
Post-war housing (self-owned)
Post-war housing (rented whole flat)
Post-war housing (tenant)
Civil servant dormitory


































































































School Certificate class ('Academic')
























Reasons for satisfaction and dissatisfaction N
Not up to School Certificate level
Need to have equa3. chance for study
I prefer sports to School Certificate class
tt is decided by school authority, no
comment on school decision
School Certificate class provides more
chances for enrichment






















(13) Among the following disciplinary services,
which one will you rank as having the highest
status? (Please arrange them in order of
preference, '1' means the highest, '4' the lowest,
































































(19) Would you advise your relatives or close










(15) Which disciplined service do you think



















.(16) My interest in disciplined service was
developed (pick one)
while in the primary school
in the first few years of secondary school
in the last or two years of secondary school
after being unable to have other choices
after I have come out to work
after entry into the Cadet School
after I feel dissatisfied with my work
(17) Assume you are a civil servant, it happens
that a non-literate person asks help from
you,what will you do?
I'11 try my best to help him and in case
I don't know the answer, I'll ask
the concerned authorities to help until
the problem is solved
In spite of all the trouble he brings, I'll
help him anv wav
I'll answer every question he asks
I think I'll only give him the answer I know
and think would be enough to solve his
problem
I'll remain silent, let him solve his
problem
(18) To whom is a civil servant's behaviour
responsible?
To all Hong Kong citizens
To the Hong Kong Government













































.19) Assume that you are a civil servant, you
believe that some programs of your depart¬
ment would be harmful to the citizen if
it were actually carried out, what would
you do?
I'll try my best to change the original
program so as to make it harmless
to the citizens
I'll try to change the policy under the
condition of not damaging it
I'll observe the policy, but try to appeal
to the head for improvement
I'11 follow the policy, but try to encourage
citizens to appeal to my head for change
I'll just follow the policy and do nothing
(20) During the Christmas rush, a piostman refuses




21) Do you think that hospital nurses going
































(22) If a civil servant is convicted of
corruption, how ought he to be dea.lt with? N_%
Punished in accordance with the law
Officially reprimanded arid lose his job
Officially reprimanded and nob lose his job









I study in the Cadet School because
(nick the most imnortarit one)
561 100.0
N%
I enjoy physic cl] activities
I cannot find a job outside
my parents sent me here
I choose to come here











this School provides free secondary
education (equivalent to Form j
-Form 5 1eve!)
the School allows the youths to develop
their interests
the School gives preparation for entr










Assume that you see a pickpocket who is
picking something out of one's handbag,
what would you do?
573 100.0
N%
Look at him and do nothing
Warn him quietly and inform the victim
Shout aloud












(26) Before you enter the Cadet School, do you






























































(28) What is your final choice of occupation
when graduating from the Police Cadet





























If yes, please rank the first three important
reasons of why you will join such a service







































































































































































































(31) It is not necessary to punish someone







Punishment for being late.is necessary
As a school regulation
Late for three hours is very common




(32) It is very boring to have fixed
schedule for my routine work























































It is good to have time arranged
It is the regulation of disciplinary services
















(53) Be ing a cadet, getting back to the School
in time every weekend is necessary; if not























Punishment for being late is necessary
As a school regulation
Late for three hours is very common

















(39) Getting my hair cut each week in a







As a school regulation
Forced by the house-master
It is necessary in disciplinary services




(35) It is necesary to have strict super¬

















































It is a disciplinary training school
Youths need to be supervised
It should have more freedom
There is no other choice
No opinion












Wearing unifrom is extremely necessary



















It looks more uniform and smart
It is necessary in disciplinary services
It is a waste of time














(37) What would you do if your application
to a disciplinary service is rejected N
Apply for another disciplinary service
To find a job and will reapply later
Continue one's study
To find another job














(38) In weekends and holidays when you go home
whom do you spent most time with besides
















(39) If you need additional money for buying























If you get emotional problem, you will
usually N%
Ring up the Samaritans service
Appeal to the teachers and houseTmaster
Consult parents










































































(2) How heavy were you before entry into































































(93) How much weight have you gain since
you come here? (for passing out
r o n f c r~ vi ~i a t)












































































5) Do you think you get enough food





(6) Do you think you are fit to do everything
even the things that are very difficult
































































































































(50) Number of household members working








































































(53) The highest education level achieved by















































































Wholesale and retail trade

































Professionals (e.g. doctors, lawyers)
Adminstrative and managerial workers
Boss
























































Did your father ever join a disciplined
service, (e.g. Police, Fire Services,



















































































Public (type A, type 3, temporary housing
estate of Housing Society)
Private (squatter, stone house, pre- post¬
war housing including self-owned, rented
tenant)
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mrsm a t rnQ
= 100
(Question 30) % Table showing Types of Activities joined by Cadets
(13) Table showing ranking of disciplinary services
Customs. Fire Prisons Police
Excise Services Department- Force
1 10.6 9.1 0.7 PA.9
2 33-0 9-1.2 19-2 11.3
3 35.3 39.9 22.9 2.9
9 21.1 15-3 62.2 1.9
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N) (558) (558) (558) (57?)
(98) Table si)owing of household members including self
Family size
Small (two to three)
Middle (four to five)







































Table showing how do others see their iob
v No very Not
v CJ. J































Percentage table showing the ,job motivation of cadets its ranking;
My life
long








Interest Disciplinary work Having status consideration
is prestige for Other
meaningful power wife and
children
1 29.5 5605 1.7 52o9 31.9 35.0 16.7 12o7 35o3
2 27.6 2f.i 51.0 35.6 3.5 35.7 27.8 25.4 17.7
3 2.9 19. 3.3 31.5 33.6 29.3 55-5 61 o9 70
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 f














































32 months (22 years)
44 months( 3)4 years)
36 months( 412 years)
68 months (32 years)











(k) HaVe you ever changed for another disciplinary
service? N %























































(8) Number of household members (for single













































































(11) Authoritarian personality scale (F score)
30 items N%
of items answered by each respondent
30 30 100.0
Intolerance of ambiguity scale— 8 itrries
26 -100.0
N%









































































N%If yes, please state the reasons
The educational level of the cadets ha«
been raised and they have learnt to be
r r mtid 1 1 f~ ~i ir d in(! rl o I 5 n lo r r ~1
Most people get promoted are ex-cadets
for they have the advantage of having at
least a 2-year training in the Cadet School
Ex-cadets will have a better chance for
promotion if they will further their studies
after graduation from the Cadet School and
hnvp. cm or! 1 nek'







If no, please sta.te why not? N%
Ex-cadets are having a lower educational
standard and poorer persona], behaviour
One's performance, rather than his study
in the Cadet. School accounts for his promo¬
tion; success comes from one's hard-working
It ci 11 depends on one's qualifications and
good luck; equal opportunity for all to get
promoted
What lias been learnt in the Cadet School is
different from the present job requirements






Would you advise relatives or close friends




























If no, why not? N
Any person has his right to choose his
occupation; do not impose on others
the job I like to do; moreover he
may not take my advice A 50.0
The salary is not good compared with the
outside, but trie job itself is
dangerous and highly disciplined;
the Police Force is not a department
giving an easy task
The Police Force is not so good as expected
























I am interested in the job; that is why
I am still employed A 22.2
The job ';an show my ability; the job
suits my character; I know what
I should have done A 22.2
It requires only common sense and some
experience; I am strong enough 2 11.1















The older generations of my family also
join the Police Force
I satisfy with the job in view of my
educational standard
It all depends on one's working ability
18 100.0
If no, why not? N%
Because of the poor 'educational standard,
I cannot deal with many things
Job pressure
The job requires high professional ability
which I am not yet up to
it needs time to develop skill





















If yes, can you state one reason
2 100.C
N%
I have confidence and sincerity in doing
my job, I can cope with anything
encounters; I am better than a grea
rna inri t.v
I have critical thinking after a 2-year
training in the Cadet School; I am
wel 1-informed with rriv iob
I have gain experience from my service
Everything starts with learning; never-ending
learning
I am physically fit to do the righteous deed.:














If no, why not.? N






(17) Why did you join the disciplined services?
(please rank the first three important reasons



































































Consideration for wife and children
8
N


















(18) Did your father ever join a disciplined
service (e.g. Police, Fire Services, Prisons,











If yes, please specify which disciplined service? N%
Police Force 5 100.0
5 100.0
(19) H ave any of your relatives or close friends












































































For single ex-cadet, please state your


















(23) Do you think you have made the right choice?
Yes















































If yes, please state the reason
The job pleases nobody
Lacking knowledge about the administrative
work of the department before entering
If no, please state the reason
The job itself is meaningful and it is
my ideal job
The job suits my character and I feel
interested in the job
Job secuirty, good salary and working
conditions
It is difficult to feel remorse after
having spent 3 years in the Police
Force
(23) Do you think you will change your job if
given a chance?
Yes
Never thought of it
No












































































































Not applicable (no children)
(26) Besides your own service, which service in
your opinion, gives the fastest promotion,



























































QUESTIONNAIRE A, B 8c C
(CHINESE ENGLISH VERSION)
Questionnaire A (English version)
1. Acre: (at the time of entry)
(at present)
2. Place of Birth
Hong Kong, Kowloon, New Territories
China (please specify)
Outside Hong Kong (please specify
Religion
Yes No













[Form 5 or above
5» What type of school are you come from?
Chinese middle school iAnglo-Chinese school
[Others (e.g.:technical school or apprentice)
6„ Have you taken up any paid employment (summer jobs are
excluded) before joining the Police Cadet School?
Yes [No
If yes, please describe your last main occupation with
r P prpnrp f n P Vi fnl 1 nun' n rr rlnfai 1 c?•_
occupation:
position:














7. For the following statements indicate the degree to which you
either agree or disagree with them. Circle the response that










FD- fair disagreement (2)
SD- strong disagreement (l)
(1) Obedience and respect for
authority are the most
important virtues children
should learn.
(2) No weakness or difficulty can
hold us back if we have enough
power.
(3) Science has its place, but
there are many important things
that can never possibly be
understood by the human mind.
(k) Human nature being what it is,
there will always be war and
conflict.
(3) Every person should have
complete faith in some super¬
natural power whose decisions
he obeys without question.
(6) When a person has a problem or
worry, it is the best for him
not to think about it, but to
keep busy with more cheerful
things.
(7) A person who has bad manners,
habits,and breeding can hardly
expect to get along with decent
people.
(8) What the youth needs most is
strict discipline, rugged
determination, and the will to
work and fight for family and
country.
SD FD D N A FA SA
21-58
12 3 5 6 7 21
12 3 5 6 7 22
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 23
12 3 5 6 7 2k
12 35 6 7 25
12 3567 26
123567 27
1 2 35 6 7 28
SD FD D N A FA SA
Some people are born with an
urge to jump from high places. 12 35 6 7 29
Nowadays when so many different
kinds of people move around
and mix together so much, a
person has to protect himself
especially carefully against
catching an infection or disease
from them. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 30
An insult to our honour should
always be punished 12 3 4 5 6 7 31
Young people sometimes get
rebellious ideas, but as they
grow up they ought to get
over them and settle down. 12 3 4 5 6 7 32
In order to prevent choas and
to maintain order, the govern¬
ment should adout some strict
measures. 1234567 33
What this community needs most,
more than laws and political
programs, is a few courageous,
tireless, devoted leaders in
whom the people can put faith. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sex crimes, such as rape and
attacks on childten, deserve
more than mere imprisonment;
such criminals ought to be
publicly whipped, or worse. 1234567 35
People can divided into two
distinct classes- the weak
and the strong. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 36
There is hardly anything lower
than a person who does not feel
a great love, gratitude, and
respect for his parents. 12 3 5 6 7 37
Some day it will probably be
shown that astrology can
explain a lot of things. 12 3 5 6 7 38
Nowadays more and more people
are prying into matters that
should remain personal and
private. 1234567 39
SD FD D N A FA SA
(20) Wars and social troubles may
someday be ended by earthquake
or flood that will destroy the
t.hp whol p wnrl r_ 123567 0
(21) Most of our social problems
would be solved if we could
somehow get rid of the immoral
crooked and feeble minded
12 3567
(22) If people would talk less and
work more, everybody would be
better off. 1 2 3+ 5 6 7 2
(23) Most people don't realise how
much our lives are controlled
by plots hatched in ,secret
places. 12 3367 3
(20 Homosexuals are hardly better
than criminals and ought to be
f-r mr o~l tt rni o 123567 kk
(23) The businessman and the manu¬
facturer are much more import¬
ant to society than the artist
and the orofessor. 123367 5
(26) No sane, normal,decent person
could ever think of hurting a
close friend or relative. 1 2 3 b 3 6 7 6
(27) Familiarity breeds contempt. 1 2 3+ 5 6 7 7
(28) Nobody ever learned anything
really important except through
siif f eri n cr. 123367 8
(29) The wild sex life of the old
Greeks and Romans was tame
compared to some of the goings-
on in this society, even in
places where people might least
exnect it. 12 3 5 6 7 9
(30) The Chinese way of life is.
getting so far from the true
that force may be necessary to
restore it. 1 2 3 5 6 7 50
(31) There are two kinds of people
in the world: the weak and
the strong.
(32) A person is either a 100%
Chinese or he isn't.
(33) A person either knows the
answer to a question or he
doesn1t.
(3) There are two kinds of women:
the pure and the bad.
(35).You can classify almost all
people as either honest or
crooked.
(36) First impressions are very
important.
(37) It doesn't take very long to
find out if you can trust a
riftrson-
(38) There is only one right way to
do anything.
8. Where do you live?
Hong Kong Island
SD FD D N A FA SA
12 3 5 6 7 31
123567 52















[Shau Kei WanChai Wan







I Hung HomTo Kwa Wan
JHo Man Tin
New Kowloon
]Cheung Sha WanMei FooSo Uk
3JShek Kip MeiShum Shui Po
ZlKovvloon TongKowloon CityTai Hant Tung
ClWong Tai SinTzw Wan ShanSun Po Kong
IJNgau Tau KokChoi HungPing Shek









_lSai KungClear Water Bay
.Outlying Islands
59-60
9. Type of accomodation
jType A Housing (low-cost housing)




_iPre-war housing (rented whole flat)
5JPre-war housing (tenant)
UPost-war housing (self-owned)
JPost-war housing (rented whole flat)
—iPost -war housing (tenant)
7(Civil-servant dormitory
IlEstate of Housing Society
Others




11. Are you assigned to the 'Academic1 or 'General' stream?
M Academic option tJ General option! :Not decided
63-61
65






J the decision is right for I am not
yet up to the school certificate level
Hit is unjust for it needs to have equal
chance for study
jjl prefer sports to studying in the school
certificate class
_JIt is decided by the school authority and
I have no comment on it
jStudying in the school certificate class
provides more chances for enrichment
□ 1 am not up to standard even at time of entr;
~1 Because of the poor school results, I have
to study the general stream
—have no opinion on the school decision
13. Among the following disciplinary services, which one will
you rank as having the highest status? (please arrange
them in order of preference, '1' means the highest, 'V
the lowest, '2','3 the middle)




1+. Would you advise your relatives or close friends to
choose a disciplined service as a career?
n Yes No
Reason:
13. Which disciplined service do you think would have a faster
promotion opportunity?
] Customs and Excise service
J Police Force








16. My interest in disciplined service was developed
(nick one)
while in the primary school
in the first few years of secondary school
in the last or two years of secondary school
after being unable to have other choices
after I have come out to work
[after entry into the Cadet School
after I feel unsatisfied with my work
Don't know
17 Assume you are a civil servant, it happens that a non-
literate person asks help from you, ,,,ho4- will vou do?
I'll try my best to help him and in case I don't
know the answer I'11 ask the concerned authorities
to help until the problem is solved
In spite of all the trouble he brings, I'll help
any way
.I'll answer every question he asks
I think I'll only give him the answer I know and
think it would be enough to solve his problem
[remain silent, let him solve his problem
18. To whom is a civil servant's behaviour responsible?
[to all Hong Kong citizen
[to the Hong Kong Government







19• Assume that you are a civil servant, you believe that some
program of your department would be harmful to the citizen
i f St. waya nptnal 1 v rarri a'H nnf wnnl vnn
□ I'll try my best to change the original
program so as to make it harmless to
the citizen
□ I'll try to change the policy under the
condition of not damaging it
I'll observe the policy, but try to appeal
to the head for improvement
I'll follow the policy, but try to encourage
citizens to appeal to my head for change
I'll .iust follow the policy and do nothing
20. During the Christmas rush, a postman refuses to work
U KJ l lit;
1 WfVAV1 inn nrn n i ni
21. Do you think that hospital nurses going on strike fo:
_ • «
Hwror □ no opinic
22. If a civil servant is convicted of corruption, hov
.. lit; iU uc ucait W.L uii•
□ punished in accordance with the law
officially reprimanded and lose his job
officially reprimanded and not lose his jol








I study in the Cadet School because
(rn rk fhA mnsf. imriort.anf nnp)
]I enjoy physical activities
11 cannot find a job outside
]my parents sent me here
11 choose to come here
jno school accepts me
Ithis School provides free secondary education
(equivalent to Form 3-orm 5 level)
)the School allows the youths to develop their
interests
)the School gives preparation for entry into
disciplinary services
]Other reasons, please specify
Assuming that you see a pickpocket who is picking something
out of one's handbag, what would you do?
ilook at him and do nothing
Jwarn him quietly and inform the victim
]shout aloud




25. Below are some of the qualities required for effective job
performance in the disciplined services. Would you please
indicate seven qualities which you think are the most
important personal qualities for effective job performance
in each service.


























26. Before you enter the Cadet School, do you ever think of joining
anv kind of the dicinlined service
lYee 1 N


















28. What is your final choice of occupation when graduating from





lOthers (please specify 12
29« Will you join the disciplined services after your
graduation?
Yes No [Uncertain
If yes,please rank the first three important reasons
of why you will join such a service
|good salary and working enviroment
)fast promotion
[job security
[interest towards disciplined work
[disciplinary work is meaningful
having status, prestige and power
|ray ideal occupation
[consideration for wife and children


















uUDuke of Edinburgh Award













Fo'r the following statements (Q.31-Q«36) indicate the degree to which
you either agree or disagree with them. Circle the response that
rpnrp.qpnt vnnr n-ni ni nn.q.




1 strongly disagree (SD)
SA A U D SD
12 3 331. It is not necessary to punish
someone who is not punctual
rjpunishment for being late is necessa:
as a school regulation
Qlate for three hours is very common
[punishment for this kind of behavior
is not necessary
no opinion
r others (nlesse srori fv 33-3
yes
reasons
32. It is very boring to have a fixed schedule
for my routine work (sleeping, eating,bathing
rnn n rr of p 1
oA A U D SD
1 2 3 5
jit is good to have time arranged
jit is the regulation of disciplinary
services




33• Being a cadet, getting back to the School
in time every weekend is necessary; if
not, he should be punished
5.32 1
.punishment for being late is necessary
jas a school regulation
jlate for three hours is very common




3K Getting my hair cut each week in a discipline
Rprvinp is nPdARRarv 532
M M~ I
Jjas a school regulation
jjjforced by the house-master
jjit is necessary in disciplinary services
_£ like to do so
jjit is pop
jjno opinion




35• It is necessary to have strict super¬
vision in the Police adet School
reasons:
SA A U D SD
532 1
it is a disciplinary training
school
youths need to be supervised
it should have more freedom
there is no other choice
no opinion
others (please specify) H -bZ




it lookd more uniform and smart
it is necessary in disciplinary
services
it is a waste of time
need not wear uniform if possible
no opinion
others (please specify. if3—ifij-
37• What would you do if your application to a
disciplinary service is rejected?
apply for another disciplinary service
to'find a job and will reapply later
continue one's study
to find another job
|to work and study
others (please specify)
38, In weekends and holidays when you go home whom do you




others (please specify bG
45
39« you needed additional money for buying something
expensive who would you go to
;your grandparents
your parents




40. If you get any emotional problem, (e.g. misunderstood by
friends, adaptation problems inside the Cadet School),
you will usually
iring up the Samaritans service
jappeal to your teachers and housemasters
consult your parents
consult your brothers and sisters
[consult your cadet friends
]consult your non-cadet friends
]solved by yourself
jothers (please specify)
41. How frequent do you visit a doctor in the last three months?
In nn a lonce jtwice Ithrice ]more than four times
42. How heavy were you before entry into the Cadet School?
(for nassing out cadets onlv)
43. How much weight have you put on since you come here?
(for DnRsino' nut r.nrlptR nnl v)
44. Do you think you get enough sleep everyday?
1 Enough JJust right ]Not enough
45. Do you think you get enough food everyday for your use
of energy in physical exercise or drilling?








MS. Do you think you are fit to do everything, even the
things that are very difficult to be accomplished by
von?
lYefi !N IMav be Don't know
+7« Father's (or male guardian) place of birth
iHong Kong iChina, please specify the province
Pther places, please specify
+8. Number of household members (including yourself):
k9« Number of household members attending school
(including yourself):
day-school night-school
50. Number of household members working (part-time jobs are
£ -v- 1 nrlnrl 1
51. What is your position (birth order) in the family?







































Wholesale and retail trade









Sales, clerical and related workers
[skilled workers
semi-skilled and related workers
Hawkers









57. Father'sfruardian's monthly income:









l$ 5000 or above
38. id your father ever join a disciplined service, (e.g. Police
Fire services. Custom and Excise, Prisons)
75
)Y s.q INo }Uncertain 76
If yes, please specify which service
IPol -i r.c IFire services Prisons
Customs Excisi )0thers (e.g. civil aid
service,voluntary
armv) 77










Pol i p.p Gadpt RpRparch Pro'iaot
C Questionnaire B
To be answered by immediate superior officer of the former cadet
A0 Job relevance of Cadet Trainin
How frequently does thd
former cadet:
P P nr P? ftr 7)
Daily times times times seldom never
bop DPT npr
fnrt.rn' rh'h mnnWi
Write reports in Chinese
Vrite reports in English
Write Statements in Chinese




Apply knowledge learned in
Social Studies
Take physical exercise (P.E.)_
Play sport(s)
Actively help others
Help solve others problems
Act ss a leader of others
Perform unpleasant tasks
Bo Assessment of Job performance
Indicate on the Assessment
table the extent to which you
consider the former cadet-
displays the following in
performing his job:























Assesment of all-round performance
How do you rate his all-round, performance as a police office
V erv G


































If you wish to comment on this officer please use the space below
Rank of Reporting Office
Position heli
Onpt-i nnnai rp G
.English version
1. When did you leave the Police Cadet School? months
20 Which course (the Cadet School) do you belong?
3® Eor how long have you been served in the disciplinary services?
months
Have you ever changed for another disciplinary service?
Yp.q No








6. Respondent's education level
)primary six
JEorm three













Jnot applicable (e.g. dead, lost, divorced.























clerical( e. e:. tvnist. bookkeeper executive)
general business (e.g. sales representatives, sales of
import export business)






(others (e.g. British army)
(not applicable (e.g. dead)
11. TVia Anthnri t.nririfl Snal p i
The Breadth of Perspective Scale (8 items)
12. Your ranking (position) in the disciplined service
iust enter (rank)
now (e.g. sergeant, inspector etc.) (rank)
If you have got promotion already, please answer 12a.







13. In general, do ex-cadets gain promotion more quickly?
] Yes J No J Uncertaii
If yes, please state why
If no, please state why not
1k. Would you advise relatives or close friends t.r. icin your own
service?
3 Yei } Nc 1Uncertain
If yes, please specify which servic
If no, why not'
15. Do you think you are good at this job'
j Yes I No 1 Uncertain
If yes, can you give one reasoi
If no, why not
16. Do you think you are qualified in doing your job'
3 Yes ) No Uncertain
If yes, can you state one reasor:
If no, why not?
17- Why did you join the disciplined services?
(please rank the first three important reasons)
good salry and working environment
]fast promotion
]job security
linterest towards disciplined work
jdisciplinary work is meaningful
having status, prestige and power
)my ideal occupation
Ir.nnsi on for wi fp nnH nhildrpn
other reasons (nlease soecifv
18. Did your father ever join a disciplined service (e.g. Police
Fire services. Prisons department, Customs Excise)
Y No Uncertain
If yes, please specify which disciplined service?
Police Fire services Prisons
C E Others (e.g. civil aid service,
voluntary army)
19 Have any of your relatives or close friends join a diisciplined
service?
YPS No Uncertain




Others (e.g.civil aid service,
voluntary army)
[Prisons










21. For married ex-cadets, please state your monthly income:
For single ex-cadets, please state your total household income
uer month:
22. Total household members:
-(for married ex-cadets only)
Number of children: (if having no children, please
write '00')
2p. Do you think you have made the right choice?
] Yes J No [Never think of it
Pf yes, please state the reason













2b. Do you think you will change your job if given a chance?
Yes No I Never think of it












































(for married ex-cadets only
26. Besides your own service, which service (Fire services, Prisons,
C E, Others) in your opinion, gives the fastest promotion, higher
salary and status? (please give a tick in the appropriate box)









POLICE CADET SCHOOL- INTERVIEW PROFORMA
POTENTIAL CADETS
1. Name_ 2. Age 3. Address








M F. G. B. S.
Pol. F. C E Pri.
Yes Nil
5. Oral Enqlish
VG.] G. TAv. W. Nil

















a. b. c Comments
























Scouts CAS RSP Sea School JPC DEA W for A Million
Invol.
12. Parent(s) willing to sign bond Ye: No
Pol 623






f Cfinninpnpc; nf mntivatinn
987654321
General Comments:








g) Poor training risk
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体 有 及 有 親 歲 戍 妨 支 | 加 纪 碎 奵 呱 這 力 ？































务 女 人 ：
你 語 爲 自 己 有 皮 有 钱 行 ;
1 艮I 從 細
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